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MPC Application to a FBR process 

ABSTRACT 

MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL APPLICATION 

TO A FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR USED 

FOR POLYETHYLENE PRODUCTION 

By Alejandro Veiga Rua 

Alejandro Veiga Rl1a 

Chair person of the Supervisory Committee Prof.dr.ir A.C.P.M Backx 

Department of Control systems 

Classic control methods (PID) can't deal with multivariable systems with constraints 

then, new computer based methods have appeared instead them. 

The Fluidized Bed Reactor is a well known industrial reactor. One of the FBR 

applications is the production of polymers like Polyethylene. The profits of the process 

and the reactor operation can be improved using advance control methods like Model 

Predictive Control. 

The MPC must deal with a multivariable system with constraints to control the quality of 

the product and change the production conditions to drive the FBR process to other 

different work-point. INCA Software will be used to implement control system. 

In this project the application and the result obtained are studied. 
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1 Introduction 

1. 1 Introduction 

On the last decades the world economy has been suffering a great change in 
addition to great advances at technology and communication fields. Nowadays, the idea 
of a 'Global World' is increasing arrl day by day the companies are more involved in a 
global market with more competition. Low price products are more attractive,fast 
adaptation of the production to fast changes on the demand are now priorities that a 
company must take in to account to survive. 

Below these conditions the process industry must reduce the production costs 
(materials, manpower, store management, etc ... ) as much as possible that in most of the 
cases operates close to the profit limits, at this point the only way to increase the pro fits is 
an optimization of the production process (energy, materials consumed .... ). 

Besides, new legislation related with the pollution and the consumption of the 
natural resources forces the companies also to optimize their production process. 

The polymer ildustry is an important example of process industry subject to these 
changes and the Fluidized Bed Reactor is a good example of a widely applied industrial 
process of which performance can be significantly improved by the application of 
Advanced Control Methods. 

The Classical Control Methods, PID methods, have gone staying short to deal with 
the new production requirement so, different Advanced Control Methods have been 
appearing as different approaches to the same problem, optimize the process operation. 

In addition, the increasing of the importance of the polymers industry in the last 10 
years, the need of more competitive products and the increasing competition is the kick
off for this project. 

1.2 Advanced Control 

We can describe the advanced control as any algorithm or strategy that deviated 

from the classical three-term controller, Proportional-Integral- Derivative (PID). 

The appearance of process computers meant that algorithms that could not be 

implemented using analogic technology could now be applied. Feed forward control, 

multivariable control and optimal control philosophies became possible. Nowadays, 

advanced control is synonymous of the implementation of computer based technologies. 
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The advanced control techniques were well accepted on the industry and have been 

applied to a wide variety of systems. Their profits are enormous and are achieved by 

reducing process variability, hence allowing plants to be operated to their designed 

capacity, some of them are: 

improvement of the product yield 

reduce energy consumption 

increase capacity 

improve product quality and consistency 

improved process safety 

reduce environmental emissions 

Technologies like Neuronal Networks or Model Based Control are practical 

examples of Advanced Control techniques. One of the most important features in 

common is the implementation of a hierarchical information and control structure, 

represented on the following picture. 

The flow of information is b~directional, from the highest level to the lower level. 

The advanced control algorithm at the higher control level (where a global control 

strategy is implemented) is translated to more specific, smaller scale goals and sent them 

as targets to the lower control level (where a distributed control strategy is implemented 

as local control). 
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Local control translate the targets that form the higher level to the set points of the 

low level controllers (such PID), to keep the process operating at desired conditions. On 

the other way, data are compiled from the plant sensors to the higher level to perform: 

advance data analysis to detect deviations from the global strategy, solve the optimization 

problem that sets the targets for the local controller and perform a monitoring of the 

process behaviour. 

2 The Control System 

2. 1 Introduction 

Normally from the control point of view, an industrial process is not a SISO 

process, in most of the industrial processes there are many variables that have to be 

regulated at the same time, then we must cope with multivariable systems. 

SISO controllers based on adaptive, linear or non-linear strategies, may therefore 

not be applicable to such processes. 

The chemical reactor is a typical example of multivariable system where level, 

temperature and pressure have to keep desired values at the same time, this means that 

there are at least three control loops. Normally in the multi-loop system there is 

interaction between the control variables. 

A multivariable controller should be applied to systems where interactions occur. 

As opposed to multi-loop control, multivariable controllers take into account loop 

interactions when they calculate the control law. 

The selection of a Model Predictive Control to control the FBR is attributed to 

several factors: 

The concept is equally applicable 1o single-input, single-output (SISO) as 

well as multi- input, multi-output systems (MIMO). 

MPC can be applied to linear and non-linear systems. 

It can handle constraints during the control actions design. 

The controller is designed at every sampling instant so disturbances and 

modelling errors can easily be dealt with. 
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That makes MPC so successful in many areas of industry, such as petro-chemical 

industry and chemical process industry. 

2.2 Basic fundaments of Model Predictive Control 

The Model Predictive Control is a well-know tool that calculates the control signals 

as a result of an optimization problem based on the previous measured variables, the 

MPC performance function and the optimization constraints. 

The following picture shows a MPC scheme. 

Modl!l Prt!dictiv. 
, ............ C9ntr.QU~t ..... . 

: ,.<n:1,o~ ' 
' 
' : co..n-. 
' 

' . ' ' ... V+ u(k-cl) ' 
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, Optim in ' Process 
~Ut) : ' ' . ' ...................... . ........................ . ... 

' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

' 
' 

' " ' ' rtt+i Model ' 
' 
' 

' 
' ................................... .. 

Structure of Model Predictive Control 

The essential component of a MPC are: 

Process+ disturbance model 

Performance function (also named criterion function) 

Constraint handling 

The Optimization problem 

The 'Receding Horizon' principle 
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The MPC uses a Linear Model of the process to predict the process outputs 

variables (we will name these variables, CV's) to changes on the manipulated variables 

of the process (we will name this v~riables, MV's ). The prediction is over a horizon 

named 'prediction horizon'. 

Any model that describes the relationship between the input and the output of the 

process can be used (but in multi- variable systems, state space model are advisable). 

Normally the industrial processes are subjected to disturbances, a disturbance or noise 

model can be added to the process IIDdel if it's known. One of the most used is the state 

space model, like: 

{
x(n+1) = Ax(n) + Bu(n) 

y(n) = Cx(n) + Du(n) 

Discrete State Space Model 

In order to defme, how well tracks the predicted process output the reference 

trajectory? A criterion function is used. Typically the criterion function is the difference 

between the predicted process output and the desired reference trajectory (future errors 

predicted). J is one of the most simple criterion function;: 

Hp 
J = L [.j>(k + i)- w(k + i)]

2 

i=l 

Where y is the predicted process output which is mathematical related with the 

inputs (with the Model): 

y(k+l) = f( u(k)) 

w is the reference trajectory for the outputs (normally we use as reference the 

desired value of the outputs), and Hp is the prediction horizon. 

In practice, we must ensure values on the process variables that provide a good 

behavior of the process and move it away from critic states. For example, the actuators 

have operation limits and speed restrictions (limits to liquid flows, allowable 

temperatures and pressures) and also the working points of the process that are set by 

economic goals (fixed-size piping, process-units input, emissions to atmosphere) that 

usually drive the process to the limits of the requirements. 

We can talk about three different kinds of requirements or specifications: 
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Operational Specifications 

They are used to ensure production in the normal operating region (safety, no 

excessive wear, fulfill legislation) 

Quality Specifications 

They are used to emure production, fulfill product specifications (make products 

within spec). 

Economic Specifications 

To enforce production in the most profitable way (maximize throughput, minimize 

energy usage, minimize use of expensive materials/components, minimize 'give 

away' ..... ). 

There are clearly different priorities on this classification so it's easy to implement 

a control hierarchy based on this. Besides, one of the advantages of the MPC is that the 

specifications or restrictions are easy to include on the MPC algorithm as constraints ( 

like Setpoints or Zones) over the criterion function. Then MPC allow us: to implement 

complex control based on hierarchies only with defming the priorities. The controller 

constraints will be based on the control strategy goals. 

The MV targets along the 'Prediction Horizon', for the local controllers, are 

obtained by the MPC, it solves an optimization problem over the criterion function 

(taking in to account the constraints set). 

As a result the future tracking-errors are minimized then, if the model is identical to 

the process and there are no disturbances and constraints, the process outputs will reach 

their set-points exactly after the prediction horizon. 

This idea doesn't work very well, in the practice there are deviations between the 

predicted behavior and the process behavior, that means that the CV's will not reach the 

desired values only applying the targets to the MY's along the 'Prediction Horizon', the 

reasons are the disturbances and the modeling errors that are always on the industrial 

process. 

This problem is easily solved by the MPC, applying the control actions to the 

process following a 'Moving Horizon Control'. 

The following picture will help us to understand the Moving Horizon Control idea. 
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The upper graph represents the present time and the lower graph represents one 

time unit later then: 

At the present time t the solution of the optimization problem are the targets for 

the MY's along the 'Prediction Horizon' (red plot upper graph). 

Only the first one of the calculated moves is applied over the MY's (green 

circle). 

At the next sample time t+ 1 (lower graph) a new measurement is taken from 

the process values and the horizon is shifted forward by one step. 

The optimization is done again over this new horizon based on the new process 

data and the new targets for the MY's are calculated (red plot lower graph), the 

values are totally different from the old targets because the optimization 

problem solved is also different (we have update the data). 

This control strategy is also referred to as moving horizon control. The important 

features of the MPC are these: 

The optimization problem is refreshed each sample time so, each deviation in 

addition to disturbances or modeling errors are included on the optimization 

problem and then the MY targets corrected each sample time. 
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Therefore the MPC can cope to complex dynamic problems as delays, non

minimum phase systems or unstable systems. 

The MPC incorporate easily alterations for advance (feed forward to prevent 

constraints hit). 

The MPC can easily handle constraints 

Its concept is simple. 

However, there are disadvantages as well: 

The MPC algorithm is computational complex, because an optimization must 

be solved each sample time. 

The MPC takes more and more time to solve the optimization problem as soon 

as the horizon is increased, this could be a problem trying to control process 

with fast dynamics. 

These two problems are practically solved by the appearance of the new industrial 

processors generation (more powerful). But there is another big problem which solution 

is not so easy, the MPC needs an accurate model of the process and this is really difficult, 

specially with non linear processes 

Identification methods are successful in doing models over a wide range of 

industrial applications but there are big problems to achieve a good model when the 

process has no& linear behavior (like most of the industrial process). There are a lot of 

studies and applications of MPC over no& linear process but, nowadays still being a lot of 

work on this area. 
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2.3 Application architecture and tools needed 

The following picture represents the control architecture: 

I 

MAT LAB 
I 
' 

M cfets 

The essential elements are: 

gPROMS ModelBuilder v2.3 Beta 15 

gPROMS modeling software package from System Enterpme Limited , this 

software is used to implement and simulate chemical process models. It's really difficult 

to have a connection with the real process to make measurements of the variables and in 

most of the real processes there are important variables that can't be measured directly, 

gPROMS make easy the development of control applications off-line. 

gPROMS modeling language allows modular creation of models using parameters 

and differential equation descriptions. Simulation of the model is done using an advanced 

numerical integration algorithm. 

INCAEngine 

INCAEngine software from IPCOS Technology, this software is the hearth of the 

MPC. It implements the optimization algorithm that calculates the control signals, taken 

in to account the constraints and the measured variables of the process. INCAEngine can 

implement advanced control systems based on Prioritized and Least Squares Control 

The algorithm uses a state space model of the process to predict the future moves of 

the outputs to solve the optimization problem. 
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INCA View 

INCA View software from IPCOS Technology is the visualization tool and the HMI 

of the INCAEngine. The control engineer can use this tool for the maintenance of the 

system: check the performance of the controller, and change the tuning parameters if it is 

not the desired one, are available functions. Other available functions are the constraints 

and optimization parameters dynamically and change the dynamical models as well. 

INCA Test 

INCA Test software form IPCOS Technology is a test and data logging software. It's 

used to represent data in a graphical way to compare it, also automatic or manual test 

features are allowed. This software is also used to log data in to ASCII files and to export 

them to another software to perform analysis or modeling functions based on them. It's 

connected directly with the data server. The process test and the logging functions are 

made through the Dataserver. 

INCADataserver 

The INCADataserver software from IPCOS Technology is a software tool that 

serves as a gateway for process data. The dataserver was used to connect the INCAEngine 

with the modeling software gPROMS (on line it will be changed for the real process) to 

perform the control of the outputs and keep the values of the controlled outputs within the 

desired values. 

Scheduler 

The Scheduler, from IPCOS Technology, is a software that runs the applications 

used in this project in a specific order, set by the control sequence. 
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The control sequence is represented in the following graf: 

The Scheduler triggers the applications using the control signals, each application 

has a start control signal and an finish control signal. The Scheduler triggers that start 

signal for one application and wait for any change in the finish signal that means the 

application have finished. After that the Scheduler will trigger the following application 

in the control sequence. 

The following graph represents the full application environment with all the control 

signals. 

Coull·ol Signals 
Data Signals 

Gpl'omsPlant.SyncTo 

GpromsPlaut.SyucFt·om 
L.tcaEnginP.SyucFrom 
furaTI'st.Syu rFrom 

Other useful tools in this project were: 
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Matlab 6.5.1 

Matlab is a well-known general purpose mathematics software. It has a library of 

mathematical functions and algorithms and allows easy manipulation of vectors and 

matrices. This software was used to perform the model manipulations needed to redu;:e 

and balance the state space model and to translate the continuous model in to a discrete 

state space model. The analysis of the model and the accuracy tests was done also with 

Matlab functions, using the OPC protocol to communicate Matlab with gPROMS through 

the INCADataserver. 

3 Control Application on the FBR 

3. 1 Introduction 

The FBR is a continuous production reactor, there is a wide application of this kind 

of reactor in the polymer industry. The advantages of this reactor compared with another 

kind of reactors applied on the polymer production are: 

Excelent gas-solid contacting. 

No "Hot Spots", even with a highly exothermal reactions. (For example the 

Polyethylene reaction). 

Good Gas-to-Particle and Bed-to-Wall heat transfers 

The polyethylene polymerization is an exothermical reaction, this means that, at the 

reactor scheme there will e a heat transfer and a cooler who determines the maximum 

reaction temperature inside the reactor. 

The components needed for the polymerization of the Ethylene are: catalyst for the 

Polyethylene, Ethylene and Butene-1 as monomers, Hydrogen as reaction stopper and 

Nitrogen as inert gas. 

The following picture shows a typical FBR configuration, the catalyst feeder can be 

a pre-polymer reactor output or an industrial catalyst feeder. 
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There is only one fresh-gas feed, it's the result of the mixture of all the gases. 

Setting the position of the valves we can change the ratio between the gases and the 

concentration of these within the fmal mixture. The recycled gas is composro for all the 

gases that didn't react. 

Finally, the fresh- gas feed flow-rate is mixed with the feedback-gas flow-rate and it 

comes in to the FBR. 

There are three phases or states inside the FBR: solid-phase, fluidized-phase and 

gas-phase. The first one is the Polymer obtained after the polymerization process, 

Polyethylene in this particular case. The gas-phase, is composed by the gases inside the 

reactor, the most part of them are placed in the expansion camera of the FBR (on top). 

Finally the fluidized-phase is the mixture of the particles of the catalyst and the bubbles 

of the incoming gas in a fluidized behaviour. 

The catalyst is the base of the polymer reaction, it takes place within the fluidized

phase. Here the monomer molecules (Ethylene and Butene-1) are added to the structure 

of the catalyst as chains (see figure). 

The 20% of the input gases will take part of the reaction, depending on the position 

of the valves of the gases there is more or less possibilities that, one Butene-1 or one 

Ethylene, molecule will be added. The major presence of one of the monomers molecules 
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in the chain instead the other has a big influence on the properties of the polyethylene as 

we will see further. 

The fluidized bed reactor is typical multivariable process with interactions between 

the control loops. A typical industrial control configuration for the polymer properties 

uses a number of PID controllers to control the environment conditions of the reaction, 

but PID configurations did not fare well with this multivariable system with multi-loop 

control, trying to control the Density and the Melt Index simultaneously, this kind of 

control doesn't support advanced control functions like constraints handling, that 

increases the yield of the reactor. 

However a Model Predictive Control system, based on a model of the process, can 

solve these problems as we said on the last chapter. For the application of the MPC we 

will leave the PID controllers of the previous control system, the MPC strategy will set 

the targets for these PID controllers then, we can say that there is to control levels: the 

MPC controller (advanced) and the local PID controllers (elementary). 

In the following picture we can see this control architecture, were the MY's are the 

MPC manipulated variables of the FBR system. 

Another goal that this Project tries to reach is: make changes on the conditions of 

the FBR to also make the desired changes on the polymer produced, trying in this way to 

produce other different polymer with the same FBR. 

We can use the MPC to do the transition from one product to another trying to fulfil 

some requirements like minimize cost of the transition, minimize bad polymer produced 

at the transition, and more ... 

3.1 .1 The polymer properties 

The properties of the polymer obtained are described for parameters like the Melt 

Index and Density, 

The polymer obtained has a wide number of properties with industrial interest, but 

only two of all are really important in our case. These are the Melt Index and the Density. 

They are direct related with the structure and mechanical properties of the Polymer 

so, with the quality of the product obtained. It is really important, that the quality of our 

product will be the expected one. In other case we are producing one undesired product 

and throwing the money. 
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These properties are sensitive to the environmental conditions of the polymerization 

reaction as Pressure, Temperature and ratios between the system feeds. The Melt Index 

and the Density are direct related with the Partial Pressures of the gasses. We will take a 

look in to the picture to understand the properties: 

Mel Index 

&r.....,. l 

• H,.troarm • c .. ~ 

The formal defmition is: The amount, in grams, of a thermoplastic resin which can 

be forced through an extrusion rheometer orifice of 0.0825 inch diameter when subjected 

to a force of 2160 grams in ten minutes at 190°C. 

In other words, the Melt Index is an approximation of the molecular weight of the 

molecules of polymer so, the length of the polymer chains (high length implies high 

weight). 

The Melt Index is inverse related with the Viscosity of the polymer as well, when 

the polymer has a high weight the Melt index is also high and the Viscosity has low 

values. 

The behavior of the polymer chains when the Melt Index is high is easy to 

understand if we imagine them like cool spaghetti (there is more interaction between the 

chains), and when the Melt Index is low the behavior is like warm spaghetti (the chains 

are more independents). Then the Melt Index is important from the industrial point of 

view of how easy the polymer resins flow? and the mechanical properties like traction 

effort resistance. 
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To perform the control of the Melt Index we will change the ratio between the 

Hydrogen (termination agent, see Appendix) valve position and the Ethylene valve 

position. Thus we will increase the partial pressure of the Hydrogen within the FBR then 

more Hydrogen molecules will be added to the chain instead Ethylene or Butene-1 

molecules so, the Melt Index will decrease. 

Density 

The formal defmition is: Mass per unit volume of a substance, expressed in units 

such as grams per cubic centimeter. 

In the polymer reaction there are two different monomers, the high density 

monomer is the Ethylene, the blue one on the picture (more rigid); And the low density 

monomer is the Butene-1, the pink one on the picture (more flexible). 

If there are more additions of Ethylene to the polymer chain then the polymer 

density will increase, instead if more Butene- I molecules are added to the chain then the 

polymer density will decrease. The density is important form the industrial point of view 

of the elasticity and stiffness of the polymer. 

For the control of the Density we will change the ratio between the Butene-1 valve 

position and the Ethylene valve position. Then the partial pressure of the Butene-1 within 

the FBR increases or decreases and also the density will increase or decrease. 

3.2 The FBR gPROMS model from PSE 

In our case, the process is not available on line. We used gPROMS Model Builder 

v2.3 Beta 15 and a gPROMS Model of the FBR which simulates the FBR. 

The FBR gPROMS Model was developed for the people from PSE Limited 

London, and sent to us for the off-line development of our MPC application, special 

thanks to Jesus Palacio Linan form PSE London who advised me on the gPROMS 

Model modifications. 

There were different versions of the FBR Model, the one used on this project is the 

last one I have received. 

The FBR gPROMS Model is divided on software modules, the modules can be 

independent developed and interconnected to perform a gPROMS Model. On gPROMS 

like on the most of the high level languages the modules are organized in a tree structure. 
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The gPROMS software allows create independent tasks like OPC communications 

for data exchanging with a data server (like INCADataserver), in this way we can connect 

the INCA application to the real process or a simulator and run our controller 

application. 

The simulation of the gPROMS Model is made with a special function of gPROMS 

named 'process', this function puts the initial condition on the model variables that must 

be iniatilizated. 

3.2.1 Modifications made to the PSE FBR gPROMS model 

First, two new modules and one new connection type were created: 

The Ratios module: This module perform the scaling of the valve position of the 

Ethylene with the valves of the Butene-1 and Hydrogen ( a code description of the 

model is present at the Appendix). 

The Ratio_calc module: This module calculates the Partial Pressures of the 

Ethylene, the Butene-1 and the Hydrogen in the gas phase of the FBR and also the 

ratios between the partial pressures. 

The PartialPressure port: This kind of connection is used to take out the local 

variables (from the deep models of the gPROMS Model) needed to calculate the 

partial pressures of the gases. 

The second modification that we have needed on the gPROMS Model was define 

within the top model ofthe gPROMS Model structure, all the variables that we thought as 

important to solve the control problem (using INCAEngine to calculate the control targets 

for the local controllers), monitoring (am logging using INCA Test) and supervision tasks 

development, we had linked this 'general variables' to their 'local variables' deep in the 

model. 

The 'global variables' are: 

MV's (Process Inputs) 

Pressure 

Butene- I /Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

Liquid_level 

Temperature 
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CV's (Process Outputs) 

B ut_flowrate_m 

C2H4_flowrate_m 

Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m 

Density_m 

FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m 
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Purge_ valve 

Alejandro Veiga Rlla 

Gas_mass 

Gas_ volume 

H2_flowrate_m 

Liquid_level_m 

Melt_Index_m 

Partial_pressure_ C2H4 

Partial_pressure_But 

Partial_pressure_H2 

Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy 

Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy 

Pressure_m 

Product_mass_flowrate_m 

Purge_mass_flowrate_m 

Water_flowrate_m 

Reactor_temperature_m 

On Melt Index was necessary to pre-process the value of the local variable, because 

the control variable used in this case, use to be the natural logarithm of the Melt Index 

instead the Melt Index to cover a larger dynamical range. We could pre-process the Melt 

Index outside from the gPROMS (modifying the value on the INCADataserver) but this 

will decrease the quality of the Linear Model obtained. 

A sum of the flowrates of the gases was also created to perform the 

FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m. 

The original gPROMS process didn't load the steady state condiions so we 

changed the initial conditions on the process to start the gPROMS Model at the steady 

state, This is necessary to get a good Linear Model of the process on the identification. 

The OPC Task OPCCOM performs the OPC communication between the 

INCADataserver and the gPROMS software. There are two control signals (managed for 

INCAScheduler) that are use to synchronize the communication, they are defined at the 

INCADataservers as: GpromsPlant.SyncTo and GpromsPlant.SyncFrom. 

The OPCCOM perform different functions parts but the most important are: 
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Data Exchange 

The manipulated variables (MV's) are copied from the INCADataserver to the 

gPROMS Model and the controlled variables (CV's) values are copied to the 

INCADataserver fromgPROMS. 

Linearise Function 

In this section of the OPCCOM we specify which are the inputs and the outputs for 

the gLINEARISE function. (see paragraph hahahahah) 

The code of the OPCCOM Task can be seen at Appendix IV 

3.3 Application configuration files 

There are some configuration files for INCA applications, Its objective is set the 

software to our specific control application. 

All the INCA files has the same format, they are Comma Separated Values files 

(extension *.csv), they can be edited with any edition software. 

In our control application there are some applications, which use the same 

configuration file, the INCADataserver and INCA Test read the configuration from the 

configuration file "DataServer.csv"; The same for the INCAEngine and INCA View they 

read the configuration from the file "Controller.csv". But in other cases like the Scheduler 

the configuration file is not shared. 

At the header of the files and in some sections within them, the format of the 

content of the rows is specified. The commentaries are placed behind this symbol '#'and 

the application doesn't take in to account the code after that. 

The contents of the files are placed at the Appendix II, now we will describe some 

special and important characteristics to understand these files: 

3.3.1 DataServer.csv 

This is the configuration file for the INCADataserver and INCA Test as well. Here 

we must defme all the signals present in our application, the values of the signals of our 

full system are stored on the INCADataserver. There are different kinds of signals in our 

system: 
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Data Signals 

The CV variables or MV variables are Data Signals, for each Data Signals we must 

define two attributes in the Dataserver configuration file: One value attribute (pv) which 

holds the present value of the Data Signal and one status attribute (status) which indicates 

the status of this Data Signal. 

Furthermore, the MV Data Signals have another attribute more, the Setpoint 

attribute (sp) where the targets of the MPC are loaded each Sample Time. 

Synchronization Signals 

All the applications used on the full control environment have some attributes that 

must be specified on the INCADataserver. Some of these Synchronization Signals are for 

example the values for the start signal and the stop signal (used for the INCAScheduler to 

run the control sequence), the Shutdown attribute (used to close the application) and 

more ... 

Simulator Control Signals 

They specify the options to run the OPCCOM . For example, the Sample Time of 

the process is specified here; the function that the OPCCOM has to run is also specified 

here. 

For all the attributes we have defined some parameters as the type of the data in 

the INCADataserver (Double,Long, etc ... ), the name within the INCADataserver (name 

used for other applications for access to the signal attribute), name disphyed on the 

INCADataserver item manager or In the INCA Test Trend, the units, and more ..... 

3.3.2 Controller.csv 

This is the configuration file for the INCAEngine and for INCA View as well. There 

are different sections on this file: 

Signal Definition Section 

This section is defined for an'S' in the first element of the row. On this file section 

we must define all the signals that our controller will use to solve the optimization 

problem. Define the signals is set the number of attributes that they have, set also he 

name of the signal on the INCAEngine and the named displayed on INCAEngine and 

INCA View, set the signal group for each signal, and more ... 
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Input definition Section 

This section is defined with an 'I' on the first element of the row. On this section 

we define where can INCAEngine gets the values for the CV signals defined on the 

previous section (name of the INCADataserver attributes) 

The values of the signals of our full system are stored at the INCADataserver. Then 

the controller will read new data from the process from the INCADataserver pv (see 

above) attribute 

Output definition Section 

This section is defined with an '0' on the first element of the row. On this section 

we define where can INCAEngine puts the targets calculated for values for the MV 

signals defined on the previous section (name of the INCADataserver attributes) 

The values of the signals of our full system are stored at the INCADataserver. Then 

the controller will set the new targets for the process MY's at the sp attributes (see above) 

at the INCADataserver 

Parameter definition Section 

This section is defined with a 'P' on the first element ofthe row. On this section we 

define which are the ports and the server's name used for INCAEngine to communicate 

with INCADataserver and INCA View. 

Tuning Section 

This section is defined with a 'T' on the first element of the row. On this section we 

define: 

First some controller configuration parameters related with the status of the 

controller, the "Delta Mode" activation parameters and where INCAEngine can fmd the 

"State Space Model" of the process and also the Observer (if it's used). The 'Prediction 

Horizon' is also defined on this first part. 

The second part of this section is related with the configuration of the parameters of 

the CV and MV signals related with the Prioritized Control and with the Least Square 

Problem. Some of these parameters are: the upper and lower limits for the Zones, the 

maximum steps allowed, the priority of the signal and more .... (most part of them are 

explained in detail at the tuning paragraph of this report). 
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3.3.3 Scheduler.csv 

This is the configuration file for the INCAScheduler. The content of this file is 

related with the control cycle, each row of the file has a number and this number is 

related with one application ofthe general control scheme. 

On the row format there is four parameters which ones specify the control 

sequence. The PrestariD and the AfterEndiD specifies the order of the applications, and 

the PreStarDelay and the AfterEndDelay specifies the delay on the application start. 

On each row the Start Signal and the End Signal for each application is also 

defined, except for the first application (always the timer) where only a Start Signal must 

be specified. 

3.4 The Linear Model of the process 

As we said at the paragraph Basic fundaments of Model Predictive Control, the 

MPC uses a Linear Model of the process. In this case INCAEngine will use a Discrete 

State Space Model of the process. 

Differential equations describing a linear time varying systems may be organized in 

the form of a set of first order differential equations and written in the form: 

{ 
.t(t) 
y(t) 

- Ax(t) + Bu(t) 
Cx(t) + Du(t) 

This time continuous model is named State space model and it can be translated in 

to a equivalent discrete form such this: 

{
x(n+l) Ax(n) + Bu(n) 
y(n) = Cx(n) + Du(n) 

Where: 

• x is a vector containing the state variables. 

• u is a vector of inputs. 
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• y is a vector of outputs. 

• A is the state matrix. Which represents the system dynamics. 

• B is the input gain matrix. 

• C is the output gain matrix. 

• D is the disturbance to the output matrix. Often this matrix is zero 

The process is described for these 4 matrix, an initial state vector ~ and the input 

vector. 

To find the four matrix that describe our system we will use the gLINEARISE 

function of gPROMS. This function solves an identification problem for a set of inputs 

and a set of outputs (defined when we call the LINEARISE function on the OPCCOM 

Task, see Appendix IV), the model returned for the LINEARISE function is the 

better Linear Model possible. This means that it is possible to use other methods to 

identify the process but the result will be poor or at maximum equal than the result we got 

with gLINEARISE. 

We had some problems to run the gLINEARISE function within the OPCCOM, 

that's because the gPROMS Mode/builder version that we have used in this project was 

the last one, the 2.3 Beta 15. Then, finally for obtain the model we run the gPROMS 

Model (in the steady state) one time and at the end of the gPROMS Process we called 

the LINEARISE function. 

We got a continuous state space model using the LINEARISE function \\ith the 

following inputs and outputs: 

MY's (Process Inputs) 

Pressure 

Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

Liquid_level 

Temperature 

Purge_ valve 
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CV's (Process Outputs) 

Pressure_m 

Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy 

Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy 

Density_m 

Melt_lndex_m 

Butene l_Flowrate_m 

Ethylene_flowrate_m 

H2_flowrate_m 
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Liquid_level_m 

Product_mass_flowrate_m 

Reactor_temperature_m 

Purge_mass_flowrate_m 

We have copied the Matrix A,B,C and D of the continuous model within Matlab 

Workspace variables. 

Once they were in Matlab, we performed an impulse test to the continuous model. 

Then we have analyzed the answer and we can see that the model is stable (on the 

impulse response all the FIR models goes to zero after some time), but there are 

something strange, changes on the pressure doesn't affect the outputs. This is because 

there are wide range of time constants (pressure time constant around 4 minutes and Melt 

Index around 4 hours) so we can not see the faster effects over a large range like on the 

plot. The MPC controller has problems to control systems with fast dynamics, specially 

when there are mixed different time constants like in this case. 
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So, we cannot use this Linear Model to control the conditions of the reaction, so we 

can not use this linear model in the transition to another different product. We can only 

use this model to control the quality in a small range around the steady state value then, 

we will reduce the full model 6- inputs 12 -outputs to 2- inputs and 2-outputs. 

Looking in to the poles-zeros of the system we saw that there was an unstable pole. 

But as we can see for the impulse response this pole doesn't have effect in our process 

behavior. This means that this pole is unobservable and also uncontrollable so, we tried to 

remove it with reduction and balance methods in Mat lab but we didn't get result (The 

software doesn't remove the unstable poles). 

These are the poles of the Linear Model given by gLINEARISE 

0 -0.0028 -0.0028 -9.1969 

-1.9636 -1.5254- 0.5099i -1 .5254 + 0.5099i -0.2946 

-0.3996 -0.3985 -0.0938 -0.0227 

-0.0148- O.OOOOi -0.0148 + O.OOOOi -0.0154 -0.0154 

-0.0099 - O.OOOOi -0.0099 + O.OOOOi -0.0038 -0.0032 

-0.0012 -0.0018 -0.0029 -0.0029 

-0.0028 -0.0028 -0.0028 -0.0028 

-2.0000 -2.0000 -2.0000 -2.0000 

This were the first problem that we had with the gPROMS Model from PSE, for 

this reason we had to decrease our control objectives from 12 outputs to only 2 outputs, 

the most important ones: the Melt Index and the Density (related with the quality of the 

product). 

For the control of these two outputs we only need two inputs: The Butene-

1/Ethylene Ratio and The Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio. 

In our controller we have defined the full system but we will only use: as inputs the 

two ratios, and a; outputs the Density and Melt Index. Doing this we don't have to 

change the Controller. csv so in the future will be easy to change the current model for a 

better one. 

Now we can control the quality of the polymer with this reduced state space model. 

Before translate the continuous model to the discrete model we have to make some 

operations on the Matrix A of the gLINEARISE Model because if we look to the values 
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of the states of the matrix A, we can see that a balance of the states of the matrix must be 

dore, because there are big differences between the units in some of the values so, we use 

the Matlab function ssbal to solve the balance of the matrix A (see Appendix I for a 

description of the balance operation). 

After the balance we have try to reduce the Matrix A as much as possible to get a 

simple Model which represents as well as possible our process. (see Appendix I for a 

description of the reduction operation) .. 

We have used the Matlab function minmax with different tolerances and we 

compare the results for a step test on the different reduced models (with different 

tolerances) with the response of an equivalent step at the gPROMS Model. All the 

tolerances gives us the same result, the balanced model can not be reduced more. 

Now we have a reduced, balanced and short Model to control the quality of the 

polymer but we need to transform the continuous model to a discrete model for the 

implementation on a computer algorithm. 

Finally we will transform the continuous balanced and reduced model to the 

Discrete Model that INCAEngine will use, we used the Matlab function c2d with a 

SampleTime = 60 sec. to the transformation, the following picture compares the step 

response of the continuous model gived by gPROMS and the discrete model obtained. 
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The maximum time employed for the impulse response to go to zero is the length of 

the slowest system dynamic. This value is around 420 Sample Times and it is very 

important to set the 'Prediction Horizon' ofthe controller. 

Once we had the discrete state space Model, we should translate the model in to a 

type of data that can be recognized by INCAEngine, this kind of data is named CtriModel 

and is a Matlab structure as the picture that follows: 

For the proper operation of the INCAEngine we will save the Matlab Workspace at 

the same directory as our application. 
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3.4.1 Testing Linear Model accuracy 

The values of the steady state in gPROMS are: 

Butene-1 Ethylene Ratio= 0.05 

Hydrogen Ethylene Ratio = 7.31 E-7 

Density = 890.597 

Melt Index= 4.03586 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

We have to check the accuracy of the Linear Model and the process, putting test 

signal on the two control signals: 

This is the test signal used on the Butene- I Ethylene Ratio at the gPROMS Model ( 

at the Linear Model same signal but the steady state value was removed : 

0$ 

~~=1_1 ___ ~---~- ___ l_~ 
m .oo soo eoo • 0011 1200 1..00 1eoo 1100 

n-pll 

The ~lue of higher steps, are I 0 x the nominal value of the steady state of the 

Butene- I Ethylene Ratio 

The behavior of the Density and the Melt Index are these: 
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.... 
1 .. 
I 

OIU 
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0 .U461~ll)l ..,.... .... 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

Remember that the Model that we had obtained is the best linear model that can be 

obtained for the gPROMS FBR Model (see previous paragraph). 

Looking the pictures the first thing we can check is that there is no accuracy 

between the response of the gPROMS model and the response of the Linear Model when 

we put the test signal in the Butene-1/Ethylene ratio. We put a larger step on it, we try to 

change the conditions of the reaction very fast and this behavior means that is not 

possible to change the conditions of the polymer so fast with this model. We only can use 

this linear model to operate in a range close to the steady state value, maybe if we get a 

model with the process at other working point it will represent better the transitions on 

the process. For control the transition we must use other methods, like reload linear 

model during the transition to another working point of the FBR. 

We can see also that the process is near to its operation limit (we can not reduce the 

density too much before the saturation) at the present working point (density 890.6 and 

Melt Index 4.035), for example we can not produce with this reactor a polymer with a 

density of 890.6 and a Melt Index of 4.04 

Then the next step was, determinate the range of the inputs in which the Linear 

Model and the gPROMS Model are accurate. We have to limit them to keep the behavior 

of the FBR as close as possible to the behavior of the Linear Model. 

Then we have to find the maximum rate of change allowed in the Butene-

1/Ethylene Ratio to prevent a great fall in the incoming gas flow-rate that drive us to that 
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undesired non lineal behavior of the FBR. We will try to fmd it with values around the 

1 0% of the nominal value. 

This is the test signal used on the Hydrogen Ethylene Ratio at the Linear Model ( 

on the gPROMS Model we put same signal but we add the steady state value): 

• 1o' TI!Slalgnll ratio HldroiEIIIy l'ar Accuracy gl'ftOM5 and Model 
7 ~----,-·----r·---r·----.,--·-------r----r-----r----r 

I . l ---, 

·r 1 1 , 

~ r : 
J 

I 

~~ 

i=~ --1--1 ~'--1 ~~____.__-_____..-- _!-=-____, 
o 200 400 eoo tOO 1000 1200 10 1600 1800 

The value of higher steps, are 10 x the nominal value of the steady state of 

Hydrogen Ethylene Ratio 

The behavior of the Density and the Melt Index are these: 

0 ........... 111"*1 ... ,....., 
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The responses have the same linear behavior, it was expected that a non-linear 

behavior was appearing but the values of the test signal were not enough for that so, small 
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changes on this ratio will not affect very much to the total amount of gas that came in to 

the FBR. 

On the following pictures the result obtained for test signals for the Linear Model 

with the higher values around 1 00 * nominal value and 1 000* nominal value, are 

represented: 
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On the first test case ( Figure 100 * nominal value) the Linear Model and the 

gPROMS model responses are accurate, only when the Melt Index and the Density are 

decreasing there is a little non-linear behavior, but both of the responses are practically 

the same. 

Now, if we look in to the second test case (lOOO*nominal value) there is a big non

linear behavior present on the responses like in the case of the Butene-1/Ethylene ratio 

explained above (figure Butene), we confirm what we explained on the Butene-1 

Ethylene Ratio test. 

The following test signal was applied to the Hydrogen Ethylene Ratio to test the 

accuracy of the gPROMS Model and the Linear Model. 

, 1o.' THI sigft8l rado HICII'W!III!I for Ace-!ll...aMS IM Medel 
--..-------r--~-- - ----r-- ---,-- ------

I I 

2 

0 '-____ 500_.___100o -~,-- ____ _L. __ _ 

1500 :100(1 ?$110 
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The responses of the Linear Model and gPROMS Model are given by the following 

pictures. 
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Finally we will accept changes over the 100% of the nominal value for the 

Hydrogen Rhylene Ratio as the limits because the dynamic differences and the steady 

state errors between the prediction of the Linear Model and the response of the process 

are not significant and we have less restrictive conditions on the inputs: 

We expect a linear behavior of the process with the Hydrogen Ethylene Ratio 

within these limits: 

Name 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

Upper Limit 

0.000738 

(**) The minimum value on the ratio variables it's 0 

Lower Limit (**) 

0 

We will calculate a rate of change in the tuning section of this report for this input, 

depending on some variables (see next section MPC tuning) 

To find the range of the Butene-! Ethylene Ratio related with a linear behavior we 

have applied steps over the nominal value, in the positive direction and alio in the 

negative direction on the gPROMS Model and also on the Linear Model. 

On the results we will look the accuracy of the Linear Model and the errors in the 

steady state to select the maximum rate of change on the control signal to keep the 

gPROMS Model response as close as possible to the Linear Model Behavior. 
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The values of the increments/decrements analyzed were: 

Test signall: 0.005 (10% ofthe gPROMS Model steady state). 

Test signal2: 0.0025 (5% of the gPROMS Model steady state). 

On following pictures we represents the results obtained: 
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The steady state errors are: 

Step Test Signal value 

+ 0.005 

+0.0025 

-0.005 

-0.0025 

.;.. 

o~ t 

.,.. 

r~· 
... 

..... 
. ....... 
• "' 

Steady State Error 

0.0292 

0.0079 

0.0345 

0.001 

Alejandro Veiga Rlla 

-fllloll 
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! 

- -· 

tao ;;, 

The best performance is using 0.0025 as step for the Butene-1 Ethylere Ratio. But 

this value it's the most restrictive over the movements of the Butene-1 Ethylene Ratio 

and this is not good, we must trad~off the better performance and a less restrictive 

constraints. (See tuning section.) 

Finally we will test t e accuracy of the Linear Model and the gPROMS Model with 

two test signals with maximum rates of change around the 0.005, for the Butene-

1/Ethylene ratio. 

The test signals will be the following ones, they are applied over the Linear Model: 
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' ., 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

'I 

The responses of the Linear Model and gPROMS Model are given by the following 

pictures. 
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These are also good responses and they are less restrictive than a step of 0.025. 
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Finally we will accept changes over the 10% for the Butene-1 Ethylene Ratio as the 

limits because the dynamic differences and the steady state errors between the prediction 

of the Linear Model and the response of the process are not significant and we have less 

restrictive conditions on the inputs: 

Then the limits are: 

Name 

Butene- I Ethylene Ratio 

Upper Limit 

0.055 

Lower Limit 

0.045 

We will calculate a rate of change in the tuning section of this report for this input, 

depending on some variables (see next section MPC tuning) 

As we can see in the simulations the limits on the ratios set also deviations of the 

Density and the Melt Index from their nominal value. Their limits are these : 

Name Upper Limit Lower Limit 

Density 891 890 

Melt Index 4.1 3.96 

3. 5 The Control Problem Description 

For the control problem description we will represent the system as a black box 

with the inputs and the outputs. 

The original goals of this project were: 

Use the MPC to control the environment of the reaction (Pressure and 

Temperature), the quality of the polymer (Melt Index and Density) and the 

production (level of the fluidized bed and product flowrate) at desired levels. 

Use the MPC as manager to change over the polymer production (change the 

polymer produced) 
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Due to all the problems that we had with the gPROMS Model (as we saw on the 

last paragraphs), these goals were reduced to the following ones: 

Use the MPC to control the polymer quality (Melt Index and Density). 

For the input selection we have to select those who have sufficient influence on our 

system outputs, we have selected these two: 

• Ratio between the position of the Butnene-1 valve and the position of the Ethylene 

valve. This signal has big effects on the partial pressures of the Butene-1 inside the 

FBR, them it has a direct effect on the Density of the polymer. 

• Ratio between the position of the H)drogen valve and the position of the Ethylene 

valve. The reason is that this input has big effects on the partial pressures of the 

Hydrogen inside the FBR, then it has a direct effect on the Melt Index of the 

polymer. 

Well, this reduces our problem desctl>tion to a black box with 2 inputs and two 

outputs: 

Butene-1 I Ethylene 
Ratio 

Hydrogen I Ethylene 
Ratio 
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3.6 MPC tuning 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Alejandro Veiga Rfut 

One of the great advantages of the MPC, that makes it so popular, is its easy tuning. 

The purpose of the tuning parameters is to acquire good signal tracking, sufficient 

disturbance rejection and robustness against model mismatch. 

But there is not a specific method to select the parameters, sometimes it's easy to 

deduce a right value but in the most of the cases the performance of the tuning is 

depending on the following factors, the experience of the engineer, the knowledge of the 

engineer about the process, and specially the right use of the try and error procedure it's 

the only way to get a good tune of the MPC. 

We will name the control signals, calculated and manipulated by the controller, as 

MV's and the outputs or controlled variables, they must reach a desired value after the 

control law is totally applied, as CV's. 

The INCAEngine implements a complex control strategy, which is a mixture of 

Prioritized Control and Least Square Control. 

We must define the hierarchy of the requirements to implement the hierarchical 

control and also set the parameters of the optimization that calculates the values of the 

MY's to reach the desired values on the CV's as well as possible. Remember that 

INCAEngine will solve two different optimization problems: 

The Steady State Optimization Problem: 

INCAEngine calculates the future MV's that bring the CV's as close as possible to 

the desired values. 

min { (Idea\ -CV1 )2 I {lssw1 )2 + (Ideah-CV2) 2 I {lssw2) 2 + .... } 

And if there is any degree of freedom left, minimize the steady state moves in the 

MV's. 

min {(?MVl) 2 I (Isswl) 2 + (?MV 2) 2 I (Issw2) 2 + .... } 

For zone violations there are similar expressions 

The steady State Optimization will be subjected to: 

Operational requirements fulfilled (constraints at MV's position) 
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Production requirements fulfilled (constraints at CY' s) 

If all the requirements are fulfilled we can , minimize the steady state moves in the 

MY's. 

The Dynamic Optimization problem: 

INCAEngine determines how CY's and MY's move from the current value to the 

solution of the steady state. The dynamic optimization tries to find the MY's that drive 

the CY's as well as possible to the steady state. 

min { {(?CY1(t+l)) 2 + (?CY1 (t+2))2 + ...... }/(ldynw1)
2 

+ {?CY2 (t+l)) 2 + (?CY2 (t+2)) 2 + ...... }/(ldynw2) 2 + ..... . 

+ { (?MY1 (t)) 2 + (?MY1 (t+l)) 2 + ...... }*(mvpenalty1) 2 

+{ (?MY2 (t)) 2 + (?MY2 (t+ l )) 2 + ...... }*(mvpenalt)'2) 2 + ...... } 

The dynamic optimization it's a trade-off between the possible performance 

improvements in the CY's against the effort needed on the MY's subjected to: 

Fast movement with large magnitudes ofMV's. 

Robustness of the controller. 

Operating (product) range of the process unit. 

Changing process behaviour 

Implementation and maintenance costs 

3.6.2 Set the Steady State Optimization Problem 

Set the MV Zones or Constraints 

The operation requirements for the MY are specified here as Zones with the 

OPERLOW limit and the OPERUPP limits for each MY. In our case these constraints are 

defined by the linear behavior of the process and for the operation limits of the process 

actuators : 
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MV 

Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

OPERLOW 

0.045 

0 

Set the different requirements as Zones or Ideals: 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

OPERUPP 

0.055 

0.000738 

We must translate the production requirements and the economic requirements of 

our control problem to Zones and Ideals. These requirements are related in our case with 

the linear behavior of the process. 

We will specify here the settings of the parameters related with our control problem 

(see control problem section), the other are specified in the Anexo section. 

cv 
Density 

Melt Index 

OPERLOW 

890 

3.96 

IDEAL 

890.6 

4.04 

OPERUPP 

891 

4.1 

The steady state values for the MV's in the gPROMS Model are also requirements 

specified as the IDEALS ofthe MV's: 

MV 

Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

IDEAL 

0.05 

7.31 * 1 o-6 

Set the priorities of the different requirements 

The priority of the requirements is set by the rank parameter, IDEALRANK for the 

Ideal requirements and ZONERANK for the Zone (or constraints) requirements. The rank 

value can be any value between I and 32767 with the high priority corresponding to the 

lowest value. 

This system of priorities will implement our application control system hierarchy, 

then it must be accorded to our process goals. 

The MV zone constraints are the most important to be fulfilled (the 

operational requirements are represented by them), their ZONERANK parameter can not 
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be changed and its value is 0 (the higher priority).However the ZONERANK and the 

IDEALRANK of the CV's and the MV's IDEALRANK it's fully configurable. 

First we try to keep the process as close as possible to its working point, thus 

we can use the Linear Model (operatim requirements) to control the quality of the 

product (product requirements), once it is reach we can minimize the MV' s move trying 

to reach economic requirements. This is basically our control hierarchy. 

The priority configuration and the values of the rank parameters are specified on 

the following table: 

Group Priority System Variable Requirement Parameter Value 

MV But/Ethy Ratio Operation ZONERANK 0 

MV H2/Ethy Ratio Operation ZONERANK 0 

cv 2 Log Melt Index Production ZONE RANK 10 

cv 2 Density Production ZONE RANK 10 

cv 3 Log Melt Index Production IDEAL RANK 20 

cv 3 Density Production IDEAL RANK 20 

MV 4 But/Ethy Ratio Operation IDEALRANK 30 

MV 4 H2/Ethy Ratio Operation IDEALRANK 30 

The values of the parameters could be set on following numbers, but in this 

way the control hierarchy can be easily changed in the future. 

Set the inverse steady state weights: 

The inverse weights are only relevant within the class in which the specification is 

defined to solve the steady state optimization. 
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When there are not enough degrees of freedom to drive all the CV's to the desired 

values there is an offset between the steady state of the CV's and the desired values. Then 

we can define the relative importance of the requirement in the steady state optimization 

compared with the requirements of the same class and use the inverse steady state 

weights to distribute the offset between the different CV's. 

The inverse steady state weights are also used to scale the variables m the 

optimization problem. 

There are inverse steady state weights for the Ideal requirements and also for the 

zone requirements of the CV's. 

System Variable Parameter Value 

Log Melt Index ISSZONEWT 0.01 

Density ISSZONEWT 

Log Melt Index ISSIDEALWT 0.01 

Density ISSIDEALWT 

Set the maximum steps: 

The maximum steady step is the maximum difference between the measured value 

and the steady state value. The SSMAXSTEP must be sufficiently large because a 

restrictive SSMAXSTEP in combination with models having considerable overshoot may 

result in an unsatisfying behavior of the controller, make the values sufficiently large they 

are not restrictive on the controller. 

We have selected these: 

MV 

Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

SSMAXSTEP 

100 

100 

The maximum step refers to the IIBximum rate of change of the control signals per 

sample, they are related with the linear behavior of the model (see nananananan). 
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The number of MVTIMES are 10 so, we have to select size of the MAX STEP 

enough to keep the value ofthe MY's within the MY's constraints in every case. 

The values selected for the MAXTEP parameter are these: 

MV 

Butene-1/Ethylene Ratio 

Hydrogen/Ethylene Ratio 

MAXSTEP 

0.0005 

0.00007 

The following picture represents the two parameters for a better comprension: 

r-!"': h } maxstep 

···----··=:5!.~~~~=---, c::;;:::; ~pji) ····································- -- -
...fopertoW,J 

_______ ~~t~r_: ~~r~~n- ______ Jt•ssmaxstep 

-ssmaxstep 
pv 

t+prediction horizon 

3.6.3 Set the Dynamic Optimization Problem 

Set the initial MVTIMES and prediction horizon. 

The following picture represents the different horizons for the dynamic 

optimization 

> 
0 

t t+control horizon 
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The "Control Horizon" { Ch} is the horizon over which the control signals can be 

moved in the dynamic optimization. We have to set the sample times over which we want 

to change the control signals these can be closed or distant. But between to distant 

MVTIMES the control signal keeps constant. The last MVTIMES specifies the length of 

the Ch then selecting the MVTIMES we are selecting the Ch as well. 

The "Prediction Horizon" {Ph} is the horizon over which the outputs behaviors are 

predicted. 

Choice of the move times is not trivial, the less control moves the more robust and 

easier to tune controller. We said that the number of movetimes are the degrees of 

freedom that we have to reach the goal. 

Choice of Horizons Length 

In general, we should try to choose a small "Control Horizon" {Ch} to keep the 

computational effort manageable, but large enough to give us a sufficient number of 

degrees of freedom and prevent aggressive control actions. We should choose "Prediction 

Horizon" {Ph} as large as ossible, to completely capture the consequences of the control 

actions. 

A FIR system will settle after m steps then choosing a Ph as: 

Ph=Ch+m 

This is a good method to ensure all the dynamic of the system will be observed 

during the Ph. 

The length of the FIR model { m} of the slowest dynamic in our model is 410 

sample times (as we can see in the picture above). 

The number of degrees of freedom selected are 10, and the MOVETIMES are 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12 then the length of the Chis 12. 

Well, the Ph will be: 

Ph = m + Ch = 300 + 12 = 422 

We will choose 450 for security. 
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Set the inverse CV weight . 

The inverse CV weight determines the relative importance of the corresponding CV 

against other CV's in the dynamic optimization. 

When one of the CV's has a fast dynamic compare with the others, if we don't use 

the inverse weight the most provable is that the dynamic optimization do an overshooting 

of this CV, which is not desirable. 

System Variable Parameter Value 

Log Melt Index IDYNWT 

Density IDYNWT 1 

Tune the MV penalty 

The MV penalty is a punishment term on the scaled MV moves. Making the MV 

penalty larger the MY's moves are smooth and the CV's reach their steady state values 

slowest. 

The MVPENAL TY has to be enough large to guarantee that the MAXSTEP is not 

reached 

System Variable Parameter Value 

But!Ethy Ratio MVPENALTY 100 

H2/Ethy Ratio MVPENALTY 100 

Making this value higher it's a way to increase the robustness of the system 

3.6.4 Simulate the closed loop process behavior and adjust tuning 

The following pictures represent the simulation of the closed loop system with the 

values that have been specified on the previous sections. 
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Looking in to the pictures the first thing we must change is increment the prediction 

horizon, because seems that is a little short. We will set a new one of 450 samples. 

The second conclusion is that, there are offset at the steady state of the variables as 

we can see. This couldn 't be possible because we have as many inputs like outputs, 

something in the settings are wrong as we will see further. 
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Now we will try to test the priority system. The log of the Melt Index is more 

sensitive to the errors than the Density, this is because the controlled variable is the 

log(Melt Index) so, an error of 0.006 at the steady state of the log(Meltlndex) implies an 

1.00601 error at the Melt Index, and this is too much to be assumed. 

However the Density is less sensitive to the error, look: an error of 0.002 at the 

Density implies that the Density will be 890.602 glee and this can be assumed as 890.6 

glee also an error on the density higher, for example 0.9, can be assumed. 

So we have to give more importance to the log(Meltlndex) because the polymer 

properties are more sensitive to the error at this variable than the errors of the Density, in 

this way we will change the ranks set on the previous paragraphs. 

Group Priority System Variable Requirement Parameter Value 

MV But/Ethy Ratio Operation ZONERANK 0 

MV 1 H2/Ethy Ratio Operation ZONERANK 0 

cv 2 Log Melt Index Production ZONERANK 10 

cv 2 Density · Production ZONERANK 10 

cv 3 Log Melt Index Production IDEALRANK 20 

cv 4 Density Production IDEALRANK 25 

MV 5 But/Ethy Ratio Operation IDEALRANK 30 

MV 5 H2/Ethy Ratio Operation IDEALRANK 30 

These are the results observed in the response of the closed loop : 
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The new prediction horizon is enough to reach the ideals in the variabbs and as we 

can see for the next pictures the model fits the behavior of the process with the values of 

the MV zones as well. The 151 row represents the Melt Index and the :td represents the 

Density 

The Melt Index reach the Ideal value 4,04 but in the density there is an offset of 

0.05 glee. 

Comparing with the last test we also see that here is not possible to reach the 

desired value 890,6 for the density with a Melt Index of 4,04, the with this reactor we can 

not achieve this product quality. The reason is that we are very near from the upper 

quality limit for this reactor so, to achieve this quality the hydrogen ratio is made zero, so 

is driven over its lower constraint, and then we can only use the Butene-1/Ethylene ratio 

to control the quality. And this is the reason ofthe offset. 
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Selecting other values we will see as the Density and the Melt Index reach the both 

of then the Ideals. 

The CV's reach their steady state values after some hours, remember that the 

slowest dynamic has a settling time around the 200 samples (Sample Time= lmin.) then 

the settling time in hours is around the 3h 40min. For these parameters it take over 

6h40min to reach the steady state conditions. We can change the MVPENALTY (we 

have set 100) to made the system faster. Using a MVPENALTY of 10 these are the 

results: 
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Now the system achieves the steady state values faster, it takes around 4h40min. 

The control actions were more aggressive because we decrease 10 times the 

MVPENALTY. 

The last test is change the idealto other different values like Density 890,437 and 

Melt Index 4.022, with the same priority to both (we set 20 to the IDEALRANK) 
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It was also necessary increase the maximum step allowed in the Butene ethylene 

ratio to increase the aggressiveness of the control actions and reduce the settling time. 

The new value for the maximum step at the Hidro/Ethylene ratio is 0.00001. 

We can see that both CV's reach the ideal value, so the controller works fme. 

4 Conclusions and recommendations 

4. 1 Conclusions 

The main conclusions that we can get from the present results of the project are: 

The major problem of the MPC implementation is to get a good Linear Model of 

the process. Only the advance in the identification field will improve some 

applications with MPC. 
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If we can get a good Linear Model then, the MPC is a good method in the most of 

the industrial process. 

There is an exception, MPC can't deal with fast dynamics neither with process 

with different range of dynamics (when there is a big difference between the 

faster one and the slower one). 

Once we have a good model the tuning of the controller is very easy (compare 

with other advanced methods). The Prioritized control works fme with constraints 

and at most of the cases the experience tuning control systems is enough to get 

good results. 

The stability and the robustness and in some cases like the present, the linear 

behavior of the system can be reached with a fine tuning. 

It's easy to understand the principles of the MPC, and with simple cases it can be 

possible to obtain an analytical solution of the problem. 

It's easy and it doesn't take too much effort and changes in the configuration of 

the plant, go from a classical control structure to a MPC control structure. 

In this particular case, INCA applications are easy to use specially with some 

basic knowledge about control systems. The configuration and operation of the 

software is not really hard (specially with a few inputs and outputs). 

The modular structure of the INCA software fits the needs of a wide range of 

industrial process. 

The grade of configuration of INCAEngine it's from my point of view adapted to 

the FBR case. 

4.2 Recommendations 

The first is to try to get a better simulator of the FBR, and get also a good Linear 

Model of the Process to try to achieve al the goals of this project (control the environment 

of the reaction, the quality of the polymer and the production) and to do the transitions on 

the production. If this last objective is not possible with a Linear Model then there is 

another possibility to try to control the change over the polymer products. 
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Look the following picture: 

, I 

At the present moment we have the system controlled and we are producing 

POLYMER PRODUCT A, with specific properties of Melt Index and Density. To carry 

out the transition two a new polymer with different properties the properties of the 

polymer must follow trajectories like the blue line in the picture above and the Linear 

Model must be changed. 

As we said in the present project this can not made with a Linear Model of the 

process because we didn't get a good model, but if we know in advance the trajectory that 

the properties must follow, then we can divide the transition in to small parts, as in the 

following picture: 

-1UIDUif 
, ....... ... twM4t, - --

14-t ~~--··· 
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If these parts are enough smalls, then we can approximate the behavior of the 

process within these divisions using linear local submodels. These submodels can be 

estimated previously (off-line) to the transition moment, like the trajectory that the 

properties must follow. The we can get in advanced the targets for the inputs of the 

model. The we will know in advance the value of our desired outputs for each moment 

(blue line in the picture XXX), also we will know the submodels applied in each division 

of the time, and we will know at least the values of the targets for the inputs of our 

process as result of an optimization problem, to do the transition trying to fulfill a set of 

constraints like minimize the amount of bad materials and reduce the emissions to the 

environment. 

Then we can apply the following control structure: 

Traject Process 
lnpul<i 

Process Inputs 

MPCkemel 

Traject Process 
Outputs 

-

----- .. 
Pmccs~ 

Process Outputs 

The MPC will see only the deviations of the process output from a desired value ( 

Traject Output), and the MPC will solve the algorithm trying to minimize these errors, 

the it will calculate the variation (? u) needed on the Input targets to minimize the ? y, so 

this will be a trade-off between the effort needed to correct the outputs (? u) and the 

precision we will get on the transition(? y). 
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k+l k+3 k+T-2 k+T 

In this way se can drive the system in an optimal way from one product to other, 

when we reach the POLYMER PRODUCT B we will only need to use a Linear Model 

(like in our current case at the POLYMER PRODUCT A, see figure XXXXX) 

This is essentially the further work that this project will need. 
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6 Apendix 

6. 1 Apendix 1: Definitions 

Matrix reduction 

Model reduction refers to transformation of a high order model into a lower order 

model that retains the essential information about the input-outpli dynamics. 

Besides removing the dynamics for superfluous states (e.g., those that are not 

reachable or not observable and therefore do not contribute to the overall input-output 

dynamics), model reductio often involves trading of some accuracy for reduced system 

order. 

Matrix balance 

In describing an input-output system with a state-space model, the choice of state is 

not unique as there are infmitely many different ways to store the same information. 

More precisely, state coordinates can be redefined without re-modeling affecting only the 

input-output relationship. We can define a new coordinate system for the state vector 

according to the linear transformation; 

Xs = Tx X 

Ys = Ty y - ? 

Us= Tu U 

Control law 

x [t + 1] = Ax [t] + Bu [t] 
y [t] = Cx [t] + Du [t ] 

X s [t + 1 ] = As X s [t] + B sus [t] 
y s [t] = c s X s [t ] + D sus ~ ] 

We understand control law as the sequence of changes that will be made on an 

input of the system in a defined time period. 
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Termination agent 

This chemical element is added to a reaction to stop it, when a molecule of the 

termination agent take place in one of the free positions for the reaction, no more 

molecules can be added after that in this position, then when all the free reaction 

positions available are placed for the molecules of the termination agent the reactions are 

terminated. 
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6.2 Apendix II: INCA *.csv Configuration Files 

6.2.1 DataServer.csv 

########################################################################## 

## FBR_Model Definition Signal File (Date 24-1-2003) : Initial configuration 

## definition 

## 

## 

# Signal, Attribute, !nit. Value, Type, Unit, Section, Disp. Name, E.U., Description, access rights, extern, 

rate, userdata 

########### 

#Outputs################################################################### 

########### 

Butene_flowrate_m, pv,2.61 E+OO,D,PO,value,Butene_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Butene-1 mass flowrate 

Butene_flowrate_m, status,O,L,PO ,status,Butene_flowrate_m [-],Butene- I mass flowrate 

#Inca Engine 

#Butene_flowrate_m,ideal,2.6I E+OO,D,PO,ideal,Butene_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Butene-1 mass flowrate 

Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m,pv ,5 .23 E +OO,D,PO, value,Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Catalyst mass 

flowrate 

Catal yst_mass_flo wrate_m,status,O ,L,PO ,status,Catal yst_mass_fl owrate _m, [-],Catalyst mass flowrate 

# Inca Engine 

#Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m,ideal,5.23E+OO,D,PO,ideal,Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Catalyst mass 

flowrate 

Density ,pv ,8.92E +02,D,PO,value,Polymer_density,[-],Polymer density 

Density ,status,O,L,PO,status,Pol ymer_density ,[-],Polymer density 

# Inca Engine 

#Density ,ideal ,8. 92E +02,D,PO,ideal,Polymer_density ,[-],Polymer density 

Ethylene_flowrate_m,pv ,5 .23 E +0 I ,D,PO, val ue,Ethylene_flowrate_m,[Kg/s] ,Ethylene mass flowrnte 

Ethylene_flowrate_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Ethylene_flowrate_m,[-],Ethylene mass flowrate 
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# Inca Engine 

#Ethylene_flowrate_m,ideal ,5 .23 E +0 1 ,D,PO,ideal,Ethylene_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Ethylene mass flowrate 

Gas_mass,pv ,2.62E +03,D,PO, value,Gas_phase_mass,[Kg], Gas phase mass 

Gas_mass,status,O,L,PO ,status,Gas_phase_mass,[ -],Gas phase mass 

# Inca Engine 

#Gas_mass,ideai,2.62E +03,D,PO,ideal,Gas_phase_ volume,[Kg],Gas phase mass 

Gas_ volume,pv, 1.42E +02,D,PO,value,Gas_phase_ Volume,[m3],Gas phase volume 

Gas_volume,status,O,L,PO,status,Gas_phase_volume,[ -],Gas phase volume 

#Inca Engine 

#Gas_ volume,ideal, 1.42E+02,D,PO,ideal,Gas_phase_ volume,[m3],Gas phase volume 

FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,pv ,6.53E +0 I ,D,PO, value,FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Recycled and Fresh 

mass flowrate 

FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,status,O,L,PO,status,FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,[ -],Recycled and Fresh mass 

flowrate 

# Inca Engine 

#FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,ideal,6.5 3E +0 1 ,D,PO,ideal,FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Recycled and Fresh 

mass flowrate 

Liquid_Ievel_m,pv,9.50E-Ol,D,PO,value,Liquid_Ievel_m,[m3],Fiuidized Bed Level (Volume) 

Liquid_Ievel_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Liquid_level_m,[-],Fiuidized Bed Level (Volume) 

# Inca Engine 

#Liquid_level_m,ideal,9.50E-Ol,D,PO,Iimits,Liquid_level_m,[m3],1deal Fluidized Bed Level (Volume) 

Meltindex,pv ,6.62E+O 1 ,D,PO, value,Polymer_meltindex,[ -],Polymer Melt index 

Meltlndex,status,O,L,PO,status,Polymer_meltindex,[-],Polymer Meltindex 

# Inca Engine 

#Meltindex,idea1,6.62E+O 1 ,D,PO,ideal,Polymer_meltindex,[-],Polymer Meltindex 

Hidro_flowrate_m,pv,3.82&04,D,PO,value,Hidro_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Hidrogene mass flowrate 

Hidro_flowrate_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Hidro_flowrate_m,[- ],Hidrogene mass flowrate 

# Inca Engine 
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#Hidro_flowrate_m,ideal,3.82E-04,D,PO,ideal,Hidro_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Hidrogene mass flowrate 

Partial_pressure_C2H4,pv,3.16E-03,D,PO,value,Partial_pressure_Ethylene,[Pa],Ethylene Partial pressure 

Partial_pressure_ C2H4,status,O,L,PO,status,Partial_pressure_Ethy lene,[-] ,C2H4 Partial pressure 

#Inca Engine 

#Partial_pressure_C2H4,ideal,3.16E-03,D,PO,ideal,Partial_pressure_Ethylene,[Pa],Ethylene 

pressure 

Partial 

Partial_pressure_But,pv, 1.32E-03,D,PO, value,Partial_pressure_Butene,[Pa ],Butene -1 Partial pressure 

Partial_pressure_But,status,O,L,PO,status,Partial_pressure_Butene,[-],Butene-! Partial Pressure 

# Inca Engine 

#Partial_pressure_But,ideal, 1.32E-03,D,PO,ideal,Partial_pressure_Butene,[Pa],Butene-l Partial Pressure 

Partial_pressure_H2,pv,5.52E-02,D,PO,value,Partial_pressure_H2,[Pa],Hidrogen Partial Pressure 

Partial_pressure _H2,status, O,L,PO ,status,Partial_pressure_H2 ,[-] ,H idrogen Partial Pressure 

# Inca Engine 

#Partial_pressure_H2,ideal,O,D, O,ideal,Partial_pressure_H2,[Pa],Hidrogen Partial Pressure 

Pressure_m,pv, 1.95E+06,D,PO,value,Pressure_m,[Pa],Reactor Pressure 

Pressure_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Pressure_m,[-],Reactor Pressure 

# Inca Engine 

#Pressure_m,ideal, 1. 95 E +06,D,PO,ideal ,Pressure_m,[Pa] ,Reactor Pressure 

Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,pv ,4.17E-O I ,D,PO,value,Part_press_ratio_But/Ethyl,[-],Partial pressures 

ratio Butene/Ethylene 

Partia l_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,status,O,L,PO,status,Part_press_ratio_But/Ethyl ,[-],Partial pressures ratio 

Butene/Ethylene 

# Inca Engine 

#Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,ideal ,4.17E-O I ,D,PO,ideal ,Part_press_ratio_But/Ethyl,[-] ,Partial 

pressures ratio Butene/Ethylene 

Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,pv ,2.5 5E -02,D,PO, value,Part_press_ratio_H2/Ethyl ,[-],Partial 

ratio H2/Ethylene 
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Partial_pressure _ratio _H2_Eth y ,status, 0 ,L,PO ,status,Part_press_ratio _H2/Ethyl ,[-],Partial pressures ratio 

H2/Ethylene 

# Inca Engine 

#Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ideal,2.55&02,D,PO,ideal,Part_press_ratio_H2/Ethyl,[ -],Partial pressures 

ratio H2/Ethylene 

Product_mass_flowrate_m,pv ,6. 05E +0 1 ,D,PO, value,Product_mass_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Product mass 

flowrate 

Product_mass_fl owrate_m,status,O ,L,PO ,status,Product_mass_flowrate _m, [-],Product mass flowrate 

# Inca Engine 

#Product_mass_flowrate_m ,ideal, 6. 05 E +0 1 ,D ,PO ,ideal ,Product_mass_flowrate _m, [Kg/ s] ,Product mass 

flowrate 

Purge_mass_flowrate,pv ,4.82E +OO,D,PO, value,Purge_mass_tlowrate,[Kg/s] ,Purge mass flowrate 

Purge_mass_fl owrate,status,O,L,PO ,status,Purge _mass_tl owrate, [-],Purge mass flow rate 

#Inca Engine 

#Purge_mass_tlowrate,ideal,4. 82E +OO,D,PO,ideal ,Purge_mass_flowrate,[Kg/s ],Purge mass tlowrate 

Reactor_temperature_m,pv ,3. 54 E +02,D ,PO, val u e,Reactor_temperature _m, [K] ,Reactor inside temperature 

(Fluid) 

Reactor_temperature_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Reactor_temperature_m,[ -],Reactor inside temperature (Fluid) 

# Inca Engine 

#Reactor_temperature_m,ideal,3.54E+02,D,PO,ideal,Reactor_temperature_m,[K],Reactor 

temperature (Fluid) 

Water_flowrate_m,pv ,5.98E+01 ,D,PO,value, Water_flowrate_m,[Kg/s ],Cooler mass flowrate (Water) 

Water_tlowrate_m,status,O,L,PO,status,Water_tlowrate_m,[-],Cooler mass flowrate (Water) 

# Inca Engine 

inside 

#Water_flowrate_m,idea~5.98E+01,D,PO,ideal,Water_flowrate_m,[Kg/s],Cooler mass flowrate (Water) 

########## 

# Inputs ###################################################################### 

########## 
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But_Ethyl_ratio,sp,5.00E-02,D,PI,Set_P,But/Ethyl_ratio,[-],Ratio Butene/Ethylene 

But_Ethyl_ratio,pv ,5. OOE-02,D,PI, value,But/Ethyl_ratio,[- ],Ratio Butene/Ethylene 

But_Ethyl_ratio,status,O,L,PI,status,But/Ethyl_ratio,[-],Ratio Butene/Ethylene 

# INCA ENGINE 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

#But_Ethyl_ratio,idea1,5 .OOE-02,D,PI,Iimits,But/Ethyl_ratio,[-],Ideal Ratio Butene/Ethylene 

Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,sp,7.31 &06,D,PI,Set_P,Hidro/Ethyl_ratio,[ -],Ratio Hidrogene/Ethylene 

Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,pv ,7 .31 E-06,D,PI,value,Hidro/Ethyl_ratio,[-],Ratio Hidrogene/Ethylene 

Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,status,O,L,PI,status,Hidro/Ethyl_ratio,[-],Ratio Hidrogene/Ethylene 

# INCA ENGINE 

#Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,ideal,7.31 E-06,D,PI,Jimits,Hidro/Ethyl_ratio,[ -],Ideal Ratio Hidrogene/Ethylene 

Liquid_level,sp,9.50E-0 I ,D,PI,Set_P ,Liquid_levei_Controller,[-],Liquid_level Controller Setpoint 

Liquid_level,pv,9.50E-OI ,D,PI,value,Liquid_levei_ControJier,[-],Liquid_level ControJier Setpoint 

Liquid_level,status,O,L,PI,status,Liquid_level_ControJier,[ -],Liquid_level ControJier Setpoint 

#INCA ENGINE 

#Liquid_level,ideal,9.50E-O I ,D,PI,Iimits,Liquid_level,[- ],Ideal SetP Level (Volume) 

Pressure,sp, 1.95E+06,D,PI,Set_P,Pressure_Contro11er,[Pa],Pressure ControJier Setpoint 

Pressure,pv, 1.95E+06,D,PI,value,Pressure_Contro11er,[Pa],Pressure ControJier Setpoint 

Pressure,status,O,L,PI,status,Pressure_ControJier,[-],Pressure Controller Setpoint 

# Inca Engine 

#Pressure, ideal, J.95E+06,D,PI,limits,Pressure_Contro11er,[Pa],Ideal SetP Pressure 

Purge_ valve,sp,O,D,PI,Set_P ,Purge_ valve_pos,[% ],Purge valve position 

Purge_ valve,pv ,O,D,PI,value,Purge_ valve_pos,[% ],Purge valve position 

Purge_ valve,status,O,L,PI,status,Purge_ valve_pos,[-],Purge valve position 

# Inca Engine 

#Purge_ valve,ideal,O,D,PO,ideai,Purge_ valve_pos_m,[Kg/s],Purge valve position 

Temperature,sp,3 .54E +02,D,PI,Set_P, Temperature_ Controller,[K ], Temperature Controller Setpoint 

Temperature,pv ,3 .54 E +02,D,PI, value, Temperature_ Controller,[K ], Temperature Controiier Setpoint 
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Temperature,status,O,L,PI,status, Temperature_ Controller,[-], Temperature Controller Setpoint 

# INCA ENGINE 

#Temperature,idea1,3.54E+02,D,PI,Iimits,Temperature_Controller,[K],Ideal SetP Temperature 

################################### 

##GeneralSynchronization.Signals ############################################## 

################################### 

Timer,SyncFrom,O,L,GEN,SYNC,Timer,Signal from timer 

IncaAutTest,SyncFrom,O,L,GEN,SYNC,INCAAutTest,-,SyncFromiNCAAutTest 

IncaTest,SyncTo,O,L,GEN,SYNC,IncaTest,signal to !neaTest 

IncaTest,SyncFrom,O,L,GEN,SYNC,IncaTest,signal from IncaTest 

IncaTest,StatusMsg,OK,S,GEN,IncaTest,lncaTest,-,lncaTest 

IncaTest,StatusLvi,O,L,GEN,IncaTest,IncaTest,-,lncaTest 

Inca Test, StatusAck, 0 ,L, G EN ,Inca T est,l nca T est,-,1 nca Test 

IncaTest,SampleTime,60,D,GEN,IncaTest,lncaTest,-,IncaTest 

IncaTest,SampleNumber ,O,L,G EN ,Inca Test, Inca Test,-,lnca Test 

IncaTest,MasterOnOff,O,L,GEN,IncaTest,IncaTest,-,lncaTest 

IncaTest,shutdown,O,L,GEN,IncaTest,lncaTest,-,IncaTest 

IncaEngine,SyncTo,O,L,GEN,SYNC,IncaEngine,signal to IncaEngine 

IncaEngine,SyncFrom,O,L,GEN ,SYN C,IncaEngine,signal from IncaEngine 

IncaEngine,StatusMsg,OK,S,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,IncaEngine 

IncaEngine,StatusLvi,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,lncaEngine,-,lncaEngine 

IncaEngine,StatusAck,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,lncaEngine 

IncaEngine,SampleTime, l,D,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,lncaEngine 

IncaEngine,SampleNumber,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,lncaEngine 

IncaEngi ne,MasterOnOff, O,L, G EN ,lncaEngi ne,IncaEngi ne,-, In caEngi ne 

IncaEngine,shutdown,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,lncaEngine 
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Engine_ctrl,request,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,lncaEngine,-,IncaEngine 

Engine_ ctrl, in it,O ,L,G EN ,I ncaE ngi ne,IncaEngi ne, -,1 ncaEngi ne 

Engine_ctrl,status,O,L,GEN,IncaEngine,IncaEngine,-,IncaEngine 

Matlab,SyncTo,O,L,GEN,SYNC,Matlab,-,signal to Matlab 

Matlab,SyncFrom,O,L,G EN ,SYNC,Matlab,-,signal from Mat lab 

Matlab,StatusMsg,OK,S,GEN,Matlab,Matlab,-,lncaTest 

Matlab,StatusLvl,O,L, GEN ,Matlab,Matlab,-,IncaTest 

Matlab,StatusAck,O,L,GEN,Matlab,Matlab,-,lncaTest 

Matlab,SampleTime, I ,D,GEN,Matlab,Matlab,-,lncaTest 

Matlab,SampleN umber,O,L,G EN ,Matlab,Matlab,-,lnca Test 

Matlab,MasterOnOff,O,L,GEN,Matlab,Matlab,-,IncaTest 

Matlab,shutdown,O,L,GEN,Matlab,Matlab,-,lncaTest 

GpromsPlant,SyncTo,O,L,GEN,SYNC,GpromsPiant,signal to GpromsPlant 

GpromsPiant,SyncFrom,O,L,GEN,SYNC,GpromsPlant,signal from GpromsPlant 

GpromsPlant,StatusMsg,OK,S,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,IncaTest 

GpromsPlant,StatusLvl,O,L,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,lncaTest 

GpromsPlant,StatusAck,O,L,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,IncaTest 

GpromsP!ant,SampleTime,60,D,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,IncaTest 

GpromsPlant,SampleNumber,O,L,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,IncaTest 

GpromsPlant,MasterOnOff,O,L,GEN,GpromsPlant,GpromsPlant,-,lncaTest 

GpromsPlant,shutdown,O,L,GEN,GpromsP!ant,GpromsP!ant,-,lncaTest 

INCAenvironment,CloseAppMode,O,L,GEN,SYNC,Shutdown,-,Shutdown 

INCAenvironment,shutdown,O,L,GEN,SYNC,Shutdown,-,Shutdown 

Scheduler, Timing, I ,L.GEN ,SCHED,SCHED,sec,Scheduler 

Scheduler,shutdown,O,L,G EN ,SCHED,SCHED,sec,Scheduler 

Scheduler,RealTime,O,L,GEN ,SCHED,SCHED,- ,Scheduler 

Scheduler,BaseTime,O,S,GEN,SCHED,SCHED,-,Scheduler 
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Scheduler,Base Time Value,O,D,GEN ,SCHED,SCHED,- ,Scheduler 

SyncToAlarm,O,L,GEN,SYNC,SyncToAlarm, -,melding naar alarmdisplay 

Inca View ,ActionRequest,O,L,GEN,INCA view ,INCA view ,-,INCA view 

IncaView,ActionStatus,O,L,GEN,INCAview,INCAview,-,INCAview 

Inca View ,ActionError,O,L,GEN ,INCA view,INCA view ,-,INCAview 

lncaView,ActionMessage,O,S,GEN,INCAview,INCAview,-,INCAview 

Inca View, TrajectFile,O,S,GEN,INCA view ,INCA view, -,INCA view 

###################### 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

# Simulator Controls ################################################################ 

###################### 

Ts,60,D,GEN, value, Ts,% ,Simulation Time 

Finished,F ALSE,B,G EN ,status,Finished,simulation finished 

Jac,FALSE,B,GEN,status,Jac,extract Jac 

Re_init,FALSE,B,GEN,status,Re_init,Re Init model 

SaveState,O,L,GEN,status,SaveState,Save States model 

Simulate, TR UE,B,GEN,status,Simula te,Simulate 

Varlnfo,F ALSE,B,GEN ,status, Varlnfo, Var Info 

Lin,FALSE,B,GEN,status,Lin,extract Lin Model 

6.2.2 Controller.csv 

#Exename:INCAengine Version:2.1 

# 

#DO NOT CHANGE THE FORMAT OF THE FIRST LINE 

# 

###################################################################################### 

# 

# Signal Definition Section: 

# 
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# Section Signal Tag Number of Signal Inst Display Description Signal Units Offset 

# 

# 

number Name attributes type number name subtype 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#- CV's 

S, I ,Pressure_m,5,cv, I ,Pressure_m,Pressure meassured inside the F8R,Values,[8a],O 

S,2 ,Partial_pressure _ratio _8ut_Ethy ,5 ,cv ,2,Part_press_ratio _8 ut/Ethyl ,Partial pressure meassured inside 

the F8R,Values,[- ],0 

S,3,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,5,cv ,3,Part_press_ratio_H2/Ethyl,Partial pressure meassured inside the 

F8R,Values,[-],O 

S,4,Density,5,cv,4,Density,Density of the product polymer, Values,[- ],0 

S,5,Melt_Index,5,cv,5,Melt lndex,Melt Index ofthe product polymer,Values,[-],0 

S,6,8ut_mass_tlowrate,5 ,cv ,6,8 utene Flowrate,8 utene Flowrate, Values,[Kg/s ],0 

S, 7 ,Ethyl_mass_tlowrate,5,cv, 7 ,Ethylene Flowrate,Ethylene Flowrate,Values,[Kg/ s ],0 

S,8,Hidro_mass_flowrate,5 ,cv ,8,Hidrogene Flowrate,H idrogene Flowrate, Values,[Kg/s ],0 

S,9,Liquid_level_m,5,cv,9,Liquid_level_m,Volume of the Liquid phase meassured,Values,[%],0 

S, I O,Product_mass_flowrate,5,cv, I O,Product Mass Flowrate,Product Mass Flowmte,Values,[Kg/s],O 

S, II ,Reactor_temperature,5,cv, II ,Reactor 

F8R,Values,[K],O 

Temperature,Meassured Temperature 

S, 12,Purge_mass_tlowrate,5,cv, 12,Purge Flowrate,Purge Flowrate,Values,[Kg/s],O 

#-MY's 

S, 13,Pressure,5,mv, I ,Pressure, Pressure inside the F8R,Setpoint,[Pa],O 

S, 14,8ut_Ethyl_ratio,5,mv,2,8utene/Ethylene ratio, Ratio 8ut/Ethy (Fresh) ,Values,[-],0 

inside 

S, 15,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,5,mv,3,Hidrogene/Ethylene ratio, Ratio Hidro/Ethy (Fresh) ,Values,[-],0 

S, 16,Liquid_level,5,mv,4,Liquid_level,V of the Liquid phase,Setpoint,[m"3],0 

S, 17, Temperature,5 ,mv ,5, Temperature, Temperature inside the Reactor,Setpoint,[K ],0 

S, 18,Purge_ valve,5 ,mv ,6,Purge valve position, Purge, Values,[%],0 
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###################################################################################### 

# 

#Input Definition Section: 

# 

# Section Tag Attribute Dataserver Default 

# 

# 

name tag value 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#- CVs 

l,Pressure_m,PV,Pressure_m.pv 

l,Pressure_m,ST A TUS,Pressure_m.status 

#l,Pressure_m,IDEAL,Pressure_m.ideal 

I, Partial_pressure _ratio _8 ut_Ethy ,PV ,Partial_pressure _ratio _But_Ethy. pv 

l,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,ST ATUS,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy.status 

#l,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,IDEAL,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy.ideal 

l,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,PV,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy.pv 

l,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ST A TUS,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy .status 

#l,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,IDEAL,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy.ideal 

l,Density ,PV ,Density. pv 

l,Density,ST ATUS,Density.status 

#l,Density,IDEAL,Density.ideal 

l,Melt_Index,PV ,Meltlndex. pv 

l,Melt_Index,ST A TUS,Meltlndex.status 

#I,Melt_Index,IDEA L,Meltlndex.ideal 

I, But_mass_fl owrate, P V ,Butene_fl owrate _m. pv 

l,But_mass_flowrate,ST A TUS,Butene_flowrate_m.status 
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#I,But_mass_tlowrate,IDEAL,Butene_tlowrate_m.ideal 

I,Ethyl_mass_tlowrate,PV,Ethylene_tlowrate_m.pv 

I,Ethyl_mass_tlowrate,ST A TUS,Ethylene_tlowrate_m.status 

#I,Ethyl_mass_tlowrate,IDEAL,Ethylene_tlowrate_m.ideal 

I ,Hi dro _mass_tl owrate ,PV ,Hi dro _tl owrate _m. pv 

I,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,ST A TUS,Hidro_tlowrate_m.status 

#I,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,IDEAL,Hidro_tlowrate_m.ideal 

I,Liquid_level_m,PV ,Liquid_level_m.pv 

I,Liquid_level_m,ST A TUS,Liquid_level_m.status 

#I,Liquid_level_m,IDEAL,Liquid_level_m.ideal 

I,Product_mass_tlowrate,PV ,Product_mass_tlowrate_m.pv 

I,Product_mass_tlowrate,ST ATUS,Product_mass_tlowrate_m.status 

#I,Product_mass_tlowrate,IDEAL,Product_mass_tlowrate_m.ideal 

I,Reactor_temperature,PV,Reactor_temperature_m.pv 

I,Reactor_temperature,ST A TUS,Reactor_temperature_m.status 

#I,Reactor_temperature,IDEAL,Reactor_temperature_m.ideal 

I,Purge_mass_tlowrate,PV ,Purge_mass_flowrate.pv 

I,Purge_mass_tlowrate,ST A TUS,Purge_mass_tlowrate.status 

#!,Purge _mass_tl owrate ,ID EAL,Purge_mass_tlowrate. ideal 

#-MVs 

I,Pressure,PV ,Pressure.pv 

I,Pressure,ST A TUS,Pressure.status 

I,But_Ethyl_ratio,PV ,But_Ethyl_ratio.pv 

I,But_Ethyl_ratio,ST A TUS,But_Ethyl_ratio.status 

I ,Hi dro _Eth yl_rati o,PV ,Hi dro _Eth yl_rati o. pv 

I,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,ST A TUS,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio.status 
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I,Liquid_levei,PV ,Liquid_level. pv 

I,Liquid_levei,ST ATUS,Liquid_level.status 

I,Purge_ valve,PV ,Purge_ valve.pv 

!,Purge_ valve,ST A TUS,Purge_ valve.status 

I,Temperature,PV,Temperature.pv, 

I, Temperature,ST ATUS,Temperature.status, 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

###################################################################################### 

# 

#Output Definition Section: 

# 

#Section Signal Attribute When (**) Item 

# 

# (**)When= Always I StatusOK I ControllerOn I ControllerOff 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

O,Pressure,SP,StatusOK,Pressure.sp 

0,8 ut_Eth yl_rati o,SP, StatusO K,B ut_Eth y l_rati o.sp 

O,Hidro _Ethy l_rati o, S P, StatusO K,Hi dro _Eth y !_ratio. sp 

O,Liquid_levei,SP ,StatusO K,Liquid_level.sp 

O,Temperature,SP,StatusOK,Temperature.sp 

O,Purge_ valve,SP ,StatusOK,Purge_ valve.sp 

###################################################################################### 

# 

"# Pararreter Section: ""Controller Settings""" 

# 

# 

#Section Variable Value 

# name 
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# 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#- Simulator settings (ts=60 sec) (Control Link) 

P,controiPort, 1238 

# - Controller settings Ts=Smin (Process Link) 

P ,processHost,localhost 

P,processPort, 1234 

###################################################################################### 

# 

#Tuning Section: General controller tuning parameters 

# 

# 

#Section Signal Attribute Value 

# 

# 

name name 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' 

T,CONTROL,REQUEST,O 

T ,CONTROL,INIT ,0 

T ,CONTROL,ST A TUS_REASON ,unknown 

T,CONTROL,STATUS,O 

T,CONTROL,SHUTDOWN,O 

T~ONTRO~MANRECOVE~O 

T,DELTAMODE,DELT AMODEON,O 

T,DELTAMODE,TRAJECTCOUNT,O 

T,DELT AMODE,TRAJECTSET,O 

T,DELTAMODE,TRAJECTON,O 

T,DELT AMODE,NOTRAJECTSP,O 
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T,MODEL,DEPMINGOOD, I 

T ,MODEL,FUTHOR, I 00 

T,MODEL,HOTMODELINIT,O 

T,MODEL,INDEPMINGOOD, I 

T ,MODEL,MAXPREDCYCLE,5 

T,MODEL,MODELCYCLE,l5 

T,MODEL,NAMEMODELFILE,model.mat 

T,MODEL,MODINITREADY,O 

T,MODEL,MODINITST ARTED,O 

T,MODEL,NAMEMODEL,CtrJModel 

T,MODEL,NEWMODEL,O 

T ,MODEL,NAMEO BSER VERFILE,Observer.mat 

T,MODEL,PASTHOR,250 

T,MODEL,ST A TEESTIMCREATED,O 

T,MODEL,ST ATEMAPCREATED,O 

T,SYNC,INT, l 

T,PREDICT,HORIZON,462 

T,DEBUG,TRACE,O 

T ,DYNOPT ,SVDTH, I.OOE-06 

T,MVMINGOOD,INT,I 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

T,CVMINGOOD,INT, I 

###################################################################################### 

# 

#Tuning Section: CV,MV & DV tuning parameters 

# 

# 

#Section Signal Attribute Value 
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# 

# 

name name 

Alejandro Veiga Rlia 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# CV tuning------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#-CV I 

T,Pressure_m,VALLOW, 1.90E+06 

T,Pressure_m,ENGLOW,I.91E+06 

T ,Pressure_m,OPERLOW, I. 92E +06 

T,Pressure_m,IDEAL, I. 95E+06 

T,Pressure_m,OPERUPP, 1.97E+06 

T,Pressure_m,EN GUPP, I . 98E +06 

T,Pressure_m,VALUPP,2.00E+06 

T,Pressure_m,USE,O 

T,Pressure_m,CRITICAL,O 

T,Pressure_m,ZONERANK, I 000 

T,Pressure_m,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Pressure_m,IDEALRANK, 1001 

T,Pressure_m,ISSIDEALWT, 1 

T,Pressure_m,IDYNWT,l 

T ,Pressure_m, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Pressure_m,GAIN, 1,1 , 1,1, 1,1 

T ,Pressure_m,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Pressure_m,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,Pressure_m,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T ,Pressure_m,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,Pressure_m,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Pressure_m,INTERN A LIDEA L,O 
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T ,Pressure_m,MOD ELCYCLE,5 

T ,Pressure_m,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Pressure_m,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Pressure_m,NEWPV ,0 

T,Pressure_m,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Pressure_m,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Pressure_m,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Pressure_m,SSMAXSTEP,5.00E+04 

#- CV2 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,VALLOW,-0.5 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,ENGLOW,-0.25 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,OPERLOW,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,IDEAL,4.25E-02 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,OPERUPP, I 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,ENGUPP, 1.5 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,VALUPP,2 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,USE,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,CRITICAL,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,ZONERANK, I 002 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,ISSZONE WT, I 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,IDEALRANK, I 003 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,IDYNWT, I 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,GAIN, I, I, I, I, I, I 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,RAMPINGON ,0 
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T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,IDL TRACKINGON ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,N OTMEASON ,0 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ,NEWPV ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,INTERMITON,O 

T,Partial_pressw-e_ratio_But_Ethy,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy,SSMAXSTEP,5.00E-02 

#- CV3 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,VALLOW,-0.5 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ENGLOW,-0.25 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,OPERLOW,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,IDEAL, 1.54E-03 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,OPER UPP, I 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ENGUPP, 1.5 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,V ALUPP,2 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,USE,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio _H2_Ethy ,CRITI CAL,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ZONERANK, I 004 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,ISSZONEWT, I 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,IDEALRANK, I 005 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,IDYNWT, I 
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T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,GAIN, I, I ,I, I, I ,I 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,DELAY ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,MODELCYCLE,S 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy, N OTMEASON ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,N EWPV ,0 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,MODELCYCLE,S 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,INTERMITON,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ,SSMAXSTEP, 1.00E-03 

#- CV4 

T,Density,VALLOW,889 

T,Density,ENGLOW,889.5 

T,Density,OPERLOW,890 

T,Density,IDEAL,890.6 

T,Density,OPERUPP,891 

T,Density ,ENGUPP ,891.5 

T,Density,VALUPP,892 

T,Density,USE, 1 

T,Density,CRITICAL,O 

T,Density,ZONERANK, 10 
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T ,Density ,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Density,IDEALRANK,25 

T,Density,ISSIDEALWT,I 

T ,Density ,IDYNWT, I 

T ,Density, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Density,GAIN, I, I, 1,1, I, I 

T,Density,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T ,Density ,RAMPINGON ,0 

T ,Density ,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Density ,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,Density,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T,Density,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Density,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Density ,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Density,NOTMEASON,O 

T ,Density ,NEWPV ,0 

T,Density,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,Density ,SSMAXSTEP, I 00 

#- CV5 

T,Melt_Index,VALLOW,3.8 

T,Melt_Index,ENGLOW ,3. 9 

T,Melt_Index,OPERLOW,3.96 

T,Melt_lndex,IDEAL,4.04 

T,Melt_Index,OPERUPP ,4.1 

T,Melt_Index,ENGUPP,4.16 

T,Melt_Index, VALUPP,4.2 

T ,Melt_Index, USE, I 

Alejandro Veiga Rt1a 
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T ,Melt_Index,CRITICAL,O 

T,Melt_Index,ZONERANK, I 0 

T,Melt_Index,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Melt_Index,IDEALRANK,20 

T,Melt_Index,ISSIDEALWT, I 

T,Melt_Index,IDYNWT, I 

T,Melt_Index,TRAJECT,O 

T,Melt_Index,GAIN, l ,l, l, l, I, I 

T,Melt_Index,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,Melt_Index,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,Melt_Index,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,Melt_Index,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T,Melt_Index,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T,Melt_Index,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Melt_Index,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Melt_Index,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Melt_Index,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Melt_Index,NEWPV,O 

T,Melt_Index,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,Melt_Index,INTERMITON,O 

T,Melt_Index,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Melt_Index,SSMAXSTEP, l 00 

#- CV6 

T,But_mass_flowrate,VALLOW,-1 

T,But_mass_flowrate,ENGLOW ;0. 5 

T,But_mass_flowrate,OPERLOW,O 

T ,But_mass_flowrate,IDEAL,O. 750709 
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T,But_mass_tlowrate,OPERUPP, I 0 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,ENGUPP,20 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,VALUPP,30 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,USE,O 

T,But_mass_flowrate,CRITICAL,O 

T,But_mass_flowrate,ZONERANK, I OJ 0 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,IDEALRANK, I 011 

T,But_mass_flowrate,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T ,But_mass_tlowrate,IDYNWT, I 

T ,B ut_ mass_flowrate, TRAJECT ,0 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,GAIN,l,l , I, 1,1,1 

T,But_mass_flowrate,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,But_mass_flowrate,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,But_mass_tlowrate,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T,But_mass_flowrate,IDL TRACKINGON ,0 

T ,But_mass_flowrate,INTERN ALIDEAL,O 

T ,But_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,But_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,But_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON ,0 

T ,But_mass_tlowrate, NEWPV ,0 

T,But_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,But_mass_flowrate,INTERM !TON ,0 

T,But_mass_tlowrate,NOTMEASON,O 

T,But_mass_flowrate,SSMAXSTEP,0.5 
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#- CV7 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate, VALLO W, -I 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,ENG LOW, -0.5 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,OPERLOW,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,IDEAL, 15.0142 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,OPERUPP, 100 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,ENGUPP, 110 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate, V ALUPP, 120 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,USE,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,CRITICAL,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,ZONERANK, I 012 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,IDEALRANK, I 013 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,ISSIDEAL WT, 1 

T,Ethy1_mass_flowrate,IDYNWT, I 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,TRAJECT,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,GAIN, I ,1, I ,1 ,1 ,1 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,RAMPINGON ,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON ,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,NEWPV ,0 
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T ,Ethy I_mass_tlowrate,MODELCYC LE,5 

T,Ethyl_mass_tlowrate,INTERMITON,O 

T ,Ethy I_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON ,0 

T ,Ethyl_mass_flowrate,SSMAXSTEP ,8 

#- CV8 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,V ALLOW,-1 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,ENGLOW,-0.5 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,OPERLOW,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,IDEAL,O.OOO I 09762 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,OPERUPP,0.01 

T ,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,ENGUPP ,2 

T ,Hidro_mass_tlowrate, VAL UPP ,3 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,USE,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,CRITICAL,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,ZONERANK, I 014 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,IDFALRANK, I 015 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,IDYNWT, I 

T ,Hidro_mass_flowrate, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,GAIN, l, l, l,l, I, I 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,RAMPINGON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Hidro_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,Hidro_mass_tlowrate,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,INTERNALIDEAL,O 
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T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,NEWPV,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON,O 

T,Hidro_mass_flowrate,SSMAXSTEP,0.00005 

#- CV9 

T,Liquid_level_m, V ALLOW,-1 

T,Liquid_level_m,ENGLOW,-0.5 

T ,Liquid_level_m,OPERLOW ,- 0.25 

T,Liquid_level_m,IDEAL,0.95 

T,Liquid_level_m,OPERUPP, 1 

T ,Liquid_level_m,ENGUPP ,2 

T,Liquid_level_m, V ALUPP ,3 

T,Liquid_level_m,USE,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,CRITICAL,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,ZONERANK, I 016 

T ,Liquid_level_m,ISSZONEWT, 1 

T,Liquid_leve1_m,IDEALRANK, 1017 

T,Liquid_level_m,ISSIDEALWT, 1 

T,Liquid_level_m,IDYNWT, 1 

T,Liquid_level_m,TRAJECT,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,GAIN, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1 

T,Liquid_level_m,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Liquid_level_m,RAMPINGON,O 
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T ,Liquid_level_m,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,Liquid_level_m,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Liquid_level_m,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Liquid_level_m,NOTMEASON ,0 

T,Liquid_level_m,NEWPV,O 

T,Liquid_level_m,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Liquid_level_m,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Liquid_level_m,SSMAXSTEP,0.08 

#- cv 10 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,VALLOW,-1 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,ENGLOW,-0.5 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,OPERLOW ,0 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,IDEAL, 17.9583 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,OPERUPP, 100 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,ENGUPP, 120 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,VALUPP, 150 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,USE,O 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate, CRITI CAL,O 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,ZONERANK, 1018 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,ISSZONEWT, I 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,IDEALRANK, 1019 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,ISSIDEAL WT, 1 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,IDYNWT, 1 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate, TRAJECT ,0 
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T,Product_mass_flowrate,GAIN, I ,1, I, I, I ,I 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,RAMPINGON,O 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMLO W ,0 

T,Product_mass_flowrate,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON ,0 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,NE WPV ,0 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,M ODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Product_mass_ flowrate,INTERM ITO N ,0 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,N OTMEA SON ,0 

T ,Product_mass_flowrate,SSMAXSTEP ,5 

#- CV II 

T,Reactor_temperature,VALLOW,270 

T,Reactor_temperature,ENGLOW,273.5 

T ,Reactor_temperature,OPERLOW ,330 

T,Reactor_temperature,IDEAL,317.451 

T,Reactor_temperature,OPERUPP,400 

T,Reactor_temperature,ENGUPP ,410 

T,Reactor_temperature,VALUPP,450 

T,Reactor_temperature,USE,O 

T ,Reactor_temperature, CRITICAL, 0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,ZONERANK, I 020 

T ,Reactor_temperature,ISSZONEWT, I 
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T ,Reactor_temperature,IDEALRANK, I 021 

T ,Reactor_temperature,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T,Reactor_temperature,IDYNWT, 1 

T ,Reactor_temperature, TRAJECT ,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,GAIN, 1,1, 1, I, 1, I 

T,Reactor_temperature,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,RAMPlNGON ,0 

T,Reactor_temperature,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,Reactor_temperature,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T ,Reactor_temperature,ID L TRACK IN GON ,0 

T,Reactor_temperature,INTER ALIDEAL,O 

T,Reactor_temperature,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Reactor_temperature,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,NOTMEASON ,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,NEWPV ,0 

T,Reactor_temperature,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Reactor_temperature,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,N OTMEASON ,0 

T ,Reactor_temperature,SSMAXS TEP ,8 

#- cv 12 

T,Purge_mass_tlowrate,V ALLOW ,-3 

T ,Purge_mass_tlowrate,ENGLO W ,- 2 

T,Purge_mass_tlowrate,OPERLOW,-1 

T,Purge_mass_tlowrate,IDEAL,O 

T ,Purge_mass_tlowrate,OPERUPP ,50 

T ,Purge_mass_tlowrate,EN GUPP ,60 

T,Purge_mass_tlowrate,VALUPP,70 
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T,Purge_mass_flowrate,USE,O 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,CRITICAL,O 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,ZONERANK, I 022 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,ISSZONEWT, I 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,IDEALRANK, I 023 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,ISSIDEAL WT, 1 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,IDYNWT, I 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,GAIN,I, 1,1, 1 ,I ,1 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,Purge_mass_flo wrate,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,RAMPLIMLO W ,0 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,INTERN ALIDEAL,O 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,M ODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON ,0 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,NOTMEASON,O 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,NEWPV ,0 

T,Purge_mass_flowrate,MODELCYCLE,5 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,INTERMITON ,0 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,N OTMEASON ,0 

T ,Purge_mass_flowrate,SSMAXSTEP ,2 
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#-MY I 

T,Pressure,VALLOW, 1.90E+06 
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T,Pressure,ENGLOW, 1.91 E+06 

T,Pressure,OPERLOW,l.92E+06 

T,Pressure,IDEAL, I. 95E +06 

T,Pressure,OPERUPP,l.98E+06 

T,Pressure,ENGUPP, 1.99E+06 

T,Pressure,VALUPP,2.00E+06 

T,Pressure,USE,O 

T,Pressure,CRITICAL,O 

T,Pressure,NORMSTEP,2.00E+04 

T,Pressure,SSMAXSTEP,4.00E+04 

T ,Pressure,ISSZO NEWT, I 

T ,Pressure,IDEALRA NK,2000 

T,Pressure,ISSIDEALWT, I 0 

T,Pressure,MAXSTEP,5.00E+04 

T,Pressure,MVPENAL TY, I 000 

T,Pressure,MOVETIMES, I ,2,3,4,5,6, 7 ,8, I 0,12 

T,Pressure,TRAJECT, 0 

T,Pressure,GAIN, I, I, 1,1, I, 1,1 ,l ,l,l, 1,1 

T,Pressure,DELA Y ,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,Pressure,RAMPINGON,O 

T,Pressure,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Pressure,RAMPLIMLO W ,0 

T,Pressure,IDL TRACKINGON ,0 

T ,Pressure, INTERN A LID EAL,O 

T ,Pressure,MODELCY CLE,5 

#- MV2 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,V ALLOW,0.041 
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T,But_Ethyl_ratio,ENGLOW ,0.042 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,OPERLOW,0.045 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,IDEAL,0.05 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,OPERUPP,0.055 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,ENGUPP,0.058 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,VALUPP,0.059 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,USE, 1 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,CRITICAL,O 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,NORMSTEP,0.00025 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,SSMAXSTEP, 100 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,IDEALRANK,30 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,MAXSTEP,O.OO 125 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,MVPENAL TY, I 0 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,MOVETIMES,1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8, I 0,12 

T ,But_Ethyl_ratio, TRAJECT ,0 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,GAIN, I, I ,I, I, I, I , I , I , I ,I ,I, I 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,But_Ethyl_ratio,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,But_Ethyl_ratio,INTERN ALIDEAL,O 

T,But_Ethyl_ratio,MODELCYCLE,5 

#- MV3 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio, V ALLOW ,-0. 98 
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T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,ENGLOW,-0.99 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,OPERLOW ,0 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,IDEAL, 7.31 E-06 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,OPERUPP ,0.00073831 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,ENGUPP,0.0009 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,VALUPP,O.OOI 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,USE, I 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,CRITICAL,O 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,NORMSTEP,7.00E-05 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,SSMAXSTEP, I 00 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratioJSSZONEWT, I 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,IDEALRANK,30 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,ISSIDEAL WT, I 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,MAXSTEP, I.OOE-06 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,MVPENAL TY, I 0 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,MOVETI ES, I ,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8, I 0,12 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,GAIN, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,RAMPINGON,O 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T ,Hidro_Ethy l_ratio,RAMPLIMLO W ,0 

T,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Hidro _Ethyl_ratio,INTERN ALI DEAL,O 

T ,Hidro_Ethyl_ratio,MO DELCY CLE,5 

#-MV4 

T,Liquid_levei,VALLOW,-1 
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T,Liquid_levei,ENGLOW,~.5 

T,Liquid_level,OPERLOW,O 

T ,Liquid_levei,IDEAL,O. 95 

T ,Liquid_Ievel,OPERUPP, I 

T,Liquid_levei,ENGUPP, 1.2 

T,Liquid_Ievel,V ALUPP, 1.5 

T ,Liquid_Ieve I, USE,O 

T ,Liquid_levei,CRITI CAL,O 

T,Liquid_levei,NORMSTEP,0.04 

T ,Liquid_level,SSMAXSTEP ,0.08 

T,Liquid_levei,ISSZONEWT, I 

T,Liquid_levei,IDEALRANK,2003 

T ,Liquid_levei,ISS IDEAL WT, I 0 

T ,Liquid_levei,MAXSTEP ,0.1 

T ,Liquid_levei,MVPENAL TY, 100 

T ,I.iquid_levei,MOVETIMES, I ,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8, 10,12 

T ,Liquid_level, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Liquid_Ievei,GAIN, 1,1 ,I ,1, 1,1, I, I, 1, 1, I, I 

T ,Liquid_levei,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T ,Liquid_Ievei,RAMPIN GON ,0 

T ,Liquid_levei,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T ,Liquid_level,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T,Liquid_levei,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Liquid_level,INTERN ALIDEAL,O 

T,Liquid_level,MODELCYCLE,5 

#-MV5 

T,Temperature,VALLOW,270 
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T,Temperature,ENGLOW,273.5 

T,Temperature,OPERLOW,300 

T,Temperature,IDEAL,353.5 

T,Temperature,OPERUPP,400 

T,Temperature,ENGUPP,420 

T,Temperature,VALUPP,450 

T,Temperature,USE,O 

T,Temperature,CRITICAL,O 

T,Temperature,NORMSTEP,0.5 

T,Temperature,SSMAXSTEP,8 

T,Temperature,ISSZONEWT,l 

T, Temperature,IDEALRANK,2004 

T ,Temperature,ISSIDEAL WT, I 0 

T, Temperature,MAXSTs> ,4 

T, Temperature, MY PENALTY, I 00 

T,Temperature,MOVETIMES,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12 

T ,Temperature, TRAJECT ,0 

T,Temperature,GAIN, I, I, I, I, I ,I, I ,I , I , I , I , I 

T,Temperature,DELA Y,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O 

T,Temperature,RAMPINGON,O 

T,Temperature,RAMPLIMUPP,O 

T,Temperature,RAMPLIMLOW,O 

T,Temperature,IDLTRACKINGON,O 

T, Temperature,INTERN ALID EAL,O 

T, Temperature,MO D ELCYCLE,5 

#- MV6 

T,Purge_valve,VALLOW,-2 
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T,Purge_valve,ENGLOW,-1 

T,Purge_ valve,OPERLOW ,-0. 99 

T ,Purge_ valve,IDEAL,O 

T,Purge_ valve,OPERUPP, I 

T,Purge_ valve,ENGUPP ,2 

T ,Purge_ valve, V ALUPP ,2 

T,Purge_ valve,USE,O 

T ,Purge_ valve,CRITICAL,O 

T,Purge_valve,NORMSTEP,O.I 

T ,Purge_ valve,SSMAXSTEP ,0.3 

T,Purge_ valve,ISSZONEWT, I 

T ,Purge_ valve,IDEALRANK,2005 

T,Purge_valve,ISSIDEALWT, 10 

T,Purge_valve,MAXSTEP,0.5 

T ,Purge_ valve,MVPEN AL TY, I 00 

T,Purge_ valve,MOVETIMES, I ,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8, 10,12 

T,Purge_ valve,TRAJECT,O 

T,Purge_valve,GAIN, I, I, I, I, I, I , I, I , I , I , I, I 

T ,Purge_ valve,DELA Y ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

T,Purge_ valve,RAMPINGON,O 

T ,Purge_ valve,RAMPLIMUPP ,0 

T ,Purge_ valve,RAMPLIMLOW ,0 

T ,Purge_ valve,IDL TRACKINGON,O 

T ,Purge_ valve,INTERNALIDEAL,O 

T,Purge_ valve,MODELCYCLE,5 
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6.2.3 Scheduler.csv 

# Schedule Definition File 

# 

# FBR_Model 24-01-2003: Initial version for INCA Scheduler 

# 

#,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8,9, 10,11' 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,19,20 

#lndicator,ID,Name,SampleTime,StartSync,EndSync,Oversampling,MaxStart,MaxEnd,Level,PreStartiDs, 

PreStartDe1ays,AfterEnd1Ds,AfterEndDe1ays,Startltems,StartTypes,StartValues,Enditems,EndTypes,EndV 

a lues 

Q, 1, ,O,Timer. SyncFrom, 1,1, 1,1 0,[],[],[2],[0],[],[],[],[],[],[] 

Q,2,GpromsPlant,60,GpromsP1ant. SyncTo,GpromsP1ant.SyncFrom, 1 ,0,0, 1 0,[],[] ,[3 ],[0],[] ,[],[],[],[],[] 

Q,3,Inca Test,60,Inca Test. SyncTo,Inca Test.SyncFrom, 1 ,0,0, 1 0,[] ,[],[ 4 ],[0],[],[] ,[],[],[], [] 

Q,4,IncaEngine,60,IncaEngine. SyncTo,IncaEn gine.SyncFrom, 1 ,0,0, 1 0,[ 1 ],[0],[2],[0],[],[],[],[],[],[] 
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6.3 Appendix Ill: gPROMS New Modules 

6.3.1 Ratio Module 

PORT 

ratio_out 

ratio_in 

VARIABLE 

#Inputs 

ratio 

AS PMLControl 

AS PMLControl 

AS no_type__gezero 

# Inputs or connections from other models 

input_ variable 

output_ variable 

AS no_type 

AS no_type 

6.3.2 Ratio_calc Module 

PARAMETER 

AS INTEGER # no_components 

# phys_prop 

# pressure_scale 

AS FOREIGN_OBJECT "PhysProp" 

AS REAL DEFAULT lES 

small_mass_fraction AS REAL DEFAULT lE-2 

ideal__gas_constant AS REAL DEFAULT 8.314 

PORT 

elem_l 

elem_2 

ratio_pp 

VARIABLE 

AS PartialPressure 

AS PartialPressure 

AS PMLControl 

# Inputs or connections from other models 
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output_ variable AS no_type 

Volume AS no_type 

Partial_pressure 1 AS no_type 

Partial_pressure2 AS no_type 

Temperature AS no_type 

Mass_fraction 1 AS no_type 

Mass_fraction2 AS no_type 

Molecular_ weight 1 AS no_type 

Molecular_ weight2 AS no_type 

EQUATION 

1¥-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1\1 Connection variables 

elem_l.mass_fraction = Mass_fraction 1 ; 

elem_l.molecular_ weight = Molecular_ weight 1; 

elem_2.mass_fraction = Mass_fraction2 ; 

elem_2.molecular_ weight = Molecular_ weight2; 

elem_l.temperature = Temperature; 

elem_l.Volume =Volume; 

ratio_pp.signal = output_ variable ; 

1¥-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1\1 Ratio Equations 

Partial_pressure 1 = 
1 E3 * Small_mass_fraction *(Mass_fractionl/Molecular_ weight 1 )*ideal_gas_constant*Te 

mperatureN olume; 
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Partial_pressure2 

1 E3 * Small_mass_fraction *(Mass_fraction2/Molecular_ weight2) *ideal_gas_ constant*Te 

mperatureN olume; 

output_ variable = Partial_pressure 1 I Partial_pressure2; 
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6.4 Appendix IV: OPCCOM code 

#**********************************************************************# 

# TASK OPCCOM_EKO OPC communication task for FBR Model in the Borstar 

Model # 

#**********************************************************************# 

PARAMETER 

Plant 

VARIABLE 

fmished 

Ts 

re_init 

Simulate 

Varlnfo 

Jac 

SaveS tate 

Lin 

SCHEDULE 

SEQUENCE 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

AS 

MODEL Testinr_FBR 

LOGICAL 

REAL 

LOGICAL 

LOGICAL 

LOGICAL 

LOGICAL 

INTEGER 

LOGICAL 

PAUSE signalid "open:IPCOS.server.l,localhost" 

PAUSE signalid "sync:GpromsPlant.Syncto" 

Ts := 0; 

#Task Flags: 

Finished :=FALSE; 
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Re_init :=FALSE; 

Simulate :=FALSE; 

SaveS tate := 0; 

Varlnfo :=FALSE; 

Jac :=FALSE; 

Lin :=FALSE; 

WHILE NOT (Finished) DO 

SEQUENCE\ 

PAUSE signalid "wait:900000" 

GET signalid "getopc" 

Finished :="Finished"; 

Re_init :="Re_init"; 

Simulate :="Simulate"; 

SaveS tate :="SaveState"; 

Varlnfo :="Varlnfo"; 

Jac :="Jac"; 

Lin :="Lin"; 

END #get 

IF (Re_init) THEN 

RESTORE "INITIAL" 

END 

IF (Simulate) THEN 

SEQUENCE 

GET signalid "getopc" 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 
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# Receive input variables from the server: 

#MY's 

Plant.Pressure := "Pressure.sp"; 

Plant.C4C2_ratio := "But_Ethyl_ratio.sp"; 

Plant.H2C2_ratio := "Hidro_Ethyl_ratio.sp"; 

Plant.Liquid_level := "Liquid_level.sp"; 

Plant.Temperature := "Temperature.sp"; 

Plant. Purge_ valve := "Purge_ valve.sp"; 

# Receive simulation time from server} 

Ts := "Ts"; 

END #get 

# Getting the process response 

CONTINUE FORTs 

SEND signalid "sendopc" 

# Sending usefull datas to the data server 

# Setpoints refresh 

"Pressure.pv" := Plant.Pressure; 

"But_Ethyl_ratio.pv" := Plant.C4C2_ratio; 

"Hidro_Ethyl_ratio.pv" := Plant.H2C2_ratio; 

"Liquid_level. pv" := Plant.Liquid_level; 

"Temperature.pv" 

"Purge_ valve.pv" 

# Usefull variables 

:= Plant.Temperature; 

:= Plant. Purge_ valve; 

Alejandro Veiga Rua 

"Butene_flowrate_m.pv" := Plant.But_flowrate_m ; 

"Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m.pv" := Plant.Catalyst_mass_flowrate_m; 
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"Density.pv" := P1ant.Density_m; 

"Ethy1ene_flowrate_m.pv" := Plant.C2H4_:flowrate_m ; 

"FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m.pv" := P1ant.FBR_in_gas_flowrate_m; 

"Gas_mass.pv" := Plant.Gas_mass; 

"Gas_vo1ume.pv" := P1ant.Gas_volume; 

"Liquid_level_m.pv" := Plant.Liquid_1eve1_m; 

"Meltlndex.pv" := P1ant.Me1t_Index_m; 

"Hidro_flowrate_m.pv" 

"Partia1_pressure_ C2H4.pv" 

"Partia1_pressure_But.pv" 

"Partia1_pressure_H2. pv" 

:= P1ant.H2_flowrate_m; 

:= P1ant.Partia1_pressure_C2H4; 

:= P1ant.Partia1_pressure_But; 

:= P1ant.Partial_pressure_H2; 

"Pressure_m.pv" := Plant.Pressure_m; 

"Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy.pv" := Plant.Partia1_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ; 

"Partia1_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy.pv" := P1ant.Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ; 

"Purge_mass_flowrate.pv" :=P1ant.Purge_mass_flowrate_m; 

"Product_mass_flowrate_m.pv" := P1ant.Product_mass_flowrate_m; 

"Reactor_temperature_m.pv" := P1ant.Reactor_temperature_m; 

"Water_flowrate_m.pv" := P1ant.Water_flowrate_m; 

END #send 

END #sequence 

END #if 

IF (SaveState = 1) THEN 
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SAVE STATE "state" 

END 

IF (SaveState = 2) THEN 

SAVE "state2" 

END 

IF (Varlnfo ) THEN 

SENDMATHINFO signalid "count" 

END 

IF (Jac) THEN 

SENDMATHINFO signalid "jacobian" 

END 

IF (Lin) THEN 

LINEARISE SIGNALID "Case_l" 

INPUT 

Plant. Pressure; 

Plant.C4C2_ratio; 

Plant.H2C2_ratio; 

Plant.Liquid_level; 

Plant. Temperature; 

Plant. Purge_ valve; 

OUTPUT 

Plant.Pressure_m; 

Plant.Partial_pressure_ratio_But_Ethy ; 

Plant.Partial_pressure_ratio_H2_Ethy ; 
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Plant.But_flowrate_m; 

Plant.C2H4_flowrate_m; 

Plant.H2_flowrate_m; 

Plant. Density _m; 

Plant.Melt_lndex_m; 

Plant.Liquid_level_m; 

Plant.Product_mass_flowrate_m; 

Plant.Reactor_temperature_m; 

Plant.Purge_mass_flowrate_m; 

END 

END 

PAUSE signalid "trigger:GpromsPlant.Syncfrom" 

END#sequence 

END#while 

END#sequence 
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